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Abstract
Autonomous, or self-driving vehicles hold much promise for the future of personal
transportation. Autonomous vehicles have the potential to remove the human
error from driving, reducing the occurrence of crashes and increasing the efficiency
of traffic flow. One of the essential enabling technologies for autonomous vehicle
operation is accurate and reliable vehicle position estimation within an environment,
or vehicle localization.
This thesis describes a particle filter based method for robust vehicle localization
in a known environment using measurements of vehicle speed and reflected intensity
measurements from a downward-facing scanning laser rangefinder (LIDAR). The
approach was first tested in a proof-of-concept study in an idealized simulated
environment. After showing that the method was able to reliably localize a vehicle
in an ideal environment, it was then transitioned to data collected from a real
vehicle traversing two separate environments. The results of the evaluation of the
approach over the collected datasets are shown and discussed.
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction
Vehicle automation is a large area of interest, for a variety of reasons. Every year,
there are about 5.5 million car crashes in the United States, with about 93% of
them attributable to human error. Of these car crashes, about 32,000 result in
fatalities [8]. Autonomous vehicles have the potential to remove the human error
causes of crashes and roadway fatalities. They can also provide other benefits such
as causing traffic flow to be more efficient and reducing congestion on roadways. As
computers get faster and sensors become cheaper, more and more people are seeking
solutions to the challenge of vehicle automation, in many interesting ways. Even
the U.S. Government is showing interest, by sponsoring three separate DARPA
challenges faced with autonomous localization and navigation of first desert terrain,
then complex urban terrain.
Today, many corporations and universities are working towards autonomous
automobile navigation. Companies like Google, Mercedes-Benz, Apple, Uber, Bosch,
Tesla, Cruise, Audi, Nissan, and others have all been in the news in recent months
with developments working towards fully autonomous cars. Despite the increasing
interest in vehicle automation, many problems still need to be solved to realize
fully autonomous vehicle navigation. This paper aims to provide a solution to one
of the many problems facing autonomous vehicle technology: vehicle localization.

1.1 Objective
The objective of this work is to design and evaluate a vehicle localization framework
that can be used to augment or replace GPS, and can localize a vehicle to its
true position on a pre-surveyed road within 10cm. This work aims to arrive at a
1

methodology that is usable on a vehicle without expensive sensors and computing
power on-board, simply requiring a desktop class PC and a single downward facing
scanning laser rangefinder (LIDAR). Finally, this work does not aim to solve the
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem, and instead will assume
that a suitably detailed map of the area to localize in is available.

1.2 Novelty
The current state of the art in vehicle localization in unknown environments requires
expensive (on the order of tens of thousands of dollars) sensors to collect accurate
measurements of the environment around the vehicle. While these methods have
been shown to work well, they are not suitable for deployment on a large scale due
to expense, mutual interference, and computationally expensive algorithms.
For known or partially known environments, the state of the art consists largely
of using cameras as the primary sensing modality. Cameras are cheap and passive,
but they have robustness issues due to changing amounts and sources of light in a
roadway environment. The state of the art will be discussed more in Chapter 2.
This work targets an implementation that is feasible to be deployed on a mass
scale. That is, it aims to be cost effective by using a minimal amount of sensing
equipment, robust against most changes in environment, and simple enough to
be run on commodity hardware without taking up the bulk of the vehicle’s cargo
capacity.

1.3 Vehicle Localization
In order for vehicles to start navigating by themselves, a few different problems
have to be solved. Arguably the most important problem is the problem of finding
where the vehicle is in relation to the objects around it: localization. This problem
is the first step towards being able to plan where to move: how to navigate to
a destination while following the rules of the road and dealing with unexpected
obstacles. When a vehicle is able to localize itself in an environment, it can then
use pre-stored information about that environment (speed limits, lane positions,
intersection locations,) and look for key information (traffic lights, lane closure
signals) in known locations. The most obvious way to localize a vehicle in the
2

environment is to use GPS, but GPS alone is not accurate enough for localization
within 10cm.

1.3.1 GPS Systems
The most common and straightforward method to find one’s location on the Earth
is to use a Global Navigation Satellite System, like the United States’ Global
Positioning System (GPS). In the United States, GPS receivers are common in
most cellular phones and late-model automobiles. Without any sources of correction,
GPS receivers such as these provide position measurements with error on the order
of 10m in the horizontal direction and 15m in the vertical direction [9]. This sort
of accuracy is suitable for finding a general location, but cannot be relied upon for
precision tasks like lane-keeping, autonomous parking, re-tracing a previous route,
etc.
GPS is subject to several inherent sources of error. The first is signal delay due
to ionospheric and tropospheric interference. These sources of interference affect
the signal as it travels through the upper atmosphere, and manifest themselves as
an unknown time delay in each received GPS radio signal. This type of interference
varies depending on the time of day, and the GPS satellite’s relative position to the
receiver. Another inherent source of error is ephemeris error. Each GPS satellite
broadcasts ephemeris data, or a set of orbital parameters that describe the satellite’s
exact position in the sky. This ephemeris data can have small errors at broadcast
time, leading to positioning inaccuracies at the receiver.
In addition to accuracy issues, the GPS system also suffers from reliability and
availability issues. GPS signals are broadcast from satellites orbiting the Earth
in low orbits. The transmitters on the satellites are not very powerful, and as a
result the signal level of each GPS signal is well below the noise floor of most radio
receivers. The low strength of GPS signals means that they are susceptible to
interference from other radio sources. They are also easily blocked and reflected
by tall buildings and large foliage, which can result in intermittent signals or in
multi-path interference in the signals, all of which affect the accuracy of the GPS
position solution

3

1.3.2 GPS Augmentation
GPS systems can be augmented in several ways to increase accuracy. Differential
approaches to GPS correction, called DGPS, rely on the fact that the main sources
of GPS error are similar for two receivers in the same area, and they vary slowly
over time. Using this assumption, a GPS receiver with a known position can find
the difference between its true position and its GPS-estimated position. That error
can be shared with other GPS receivers, who use the position errors to correct
their own position estimates. The Wide Area Augmentation System, or WAAS,
is a differential correction method primarily developed for aircraft. The WAAS
system consists of base stations across the United States that monitor sources of
GPS signal errors and broadcast corrections to compatible GPS receivers via a
satellites in geosynchronous orbit. With WAAS corrections, GPS solutions can
typically get within 4 meters of the receiver’s true position [10], but WAAS does
nothing to mitigate any of the other GPS failure modes.
Local Area Differential GPS (LADGPS) is an augmentation system similar to
WAAS, but it relies on a surveyed base station to provide corrections to remote,
or "rover" GPS receivers in the vicinity. The base station is set up at a known
surveyed point, so any error in the base station’s GPS measured position is a result
of the GPS signal distortion around that local area. The errors in these signals are
broadcast from the base station to the rover stations, which can compensate their
own measurements with the base station’s corrections. The result is a GPS system
that can provide accuracy down to about 1 meter of error [9]. Unfortunately, the
base station must be close (within several miles) of the rover in order to provide
accurate corrections. As the rover gets further away from the base station, the
system starts to resemble WAAS. Corrections become less accurate as the GPS
signals are no longer sharing the approximate same travel path through the Earth’s
atmosphere. To maintain 1m positioning accuracy, many base stations would need
to be established to cover a large (several hundred square miles) area, introducing
large infrastructure and communication issues.
Precise Positioning is a technique that can provide position estimates down
to centimeter levels of accuracy [9]. It works by using the GPS signal’s carrier
wave, arrives much faster than the information carried on the carrier wave. The
receiver estimates the number of carrier wavelengths between the GPS receiver and

4

the satellite. Since each wavelength of the carrier phase is 20cm, if the number of
wavelengths can be estimated precisely, the real position of the GPS receiver can
be estimated to within a few centimeters. Unfortunately, estimating the number
of wavelengths between the satellite and receiver is very difficult, and rife with
problems.
Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS is another method for increasing the accuracy
of a GPS solution. It takes advantage of the fact that the GPS carrier signal is at
a much higher frequency than the data signal, and attempts to synchronize the
carrier phase of each GPS data stream to get a more precise estimate of the arrival
time delays for each satellite.
Finally, GPS systems on mobile platforms are often augmented with other
sensor modalities, such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetic sensors. These
combinations of sensors are typically referred to as Inertial Navigation Systems
(INS), as they rely on measured inertial information to augment position estimates
from the GPS receiver. Depending on the algorithms in use, INS systems can more
robust against the failure modes of GPS such as signal drop-out or multi-path
error. While these systems offer better consistency of position over time, they still
require a strong GPS solution to "sync" their position estimates to the global GPS
measurement frame.
Each of these augmentation technologies have many tradeoffs in addition to the
tradeoffs inherent in using GPS as the localization source. Unfortunately, there is no
one source of GPS augmentation that provides reliable centimeter-level positioning
across large areas. For this reason, methods of localization that augment or replace
the GPS with other sensing modalities must be developed.

1.4 Outline
Chapter 2 discusses the current state of the art in vehicle localization. Chapter 3
discusses an idealized proof-of-concept study done to determine the feasibility of
localizing a vehicle using a single laser rangefinder. Chapter 4 details the implementation of the algorithm for use with real-world data. Chapter 5 discusses the
methodology and data used to test the real-world implementation. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the performance of the algorithm, and further areas of improvement.

5

Chapter 2 |
Previous Work
This section outlines the previous work done in the area of Vehicle Localization
related to the work of this thesis.
In 2011, Levinson, et. al. published an overview [3] of an autonomous driving
vehicle that was fielded in the DARPA Urban Challenge. It presents all of the
subsystems of the vehicle, and how they work together to complete the challenge. [11]
is an overview paper that also covers the state of the art in autonomous vehicle
localization, mapping, and navigation. This literature review will introduce several
different approaches to vehicle localization, grouped by the primary sensor used.
The grouping by sensor is logical, as the sensor types and their associated data
streams heavily influence the algorithms chosen for vehicle localization.

2.1 3-D LIDAR-Based Methods
We start with 3-D rotating LIDAR sensors, such as the ones manufactured by
Velodyne. Localization of a vehicle using 3D LIDAR measurements is a very
active research area. The high fidelity of a 3D scanning LIDAR provides enough
information for mapping, localization, and lane detection on urban road surfaces.
Levinson et. al [12] used LIDAR measurements to construct an occupancy-grid
based map of the road surface, complete with lane markers measured with LIDAR
reflectivity. Once their map was constructed, their approach provided accurate
localization on the map in conjunction with, and in absence of, GPS position.
In a follow-on paper [1], the same researchers describe extensions to their initial
approach to allow for higher precision position estimates and better robustness
against transient objects that may appear in the map. They abandon the particle
6

Figure 2.1. LIDAR localization on a pre-recorded map [1]

filter in favor of a GPS position initiated histogram filter, and claim to have
driven an autonomous vehicle several hundred miles using this system with no
localization errors. The approach given in [12] and [1] does have drawbacks: the
mapping algorithm assumes a flat 2-D road surface, which makes for a much simpler
occupancy grid but precludes the map from handling bridges, overpasses, and
multi-level structures. Additionally, the treatment of roads as flat planes eschews
any additional information that can be garnered from geometric features, such as
the road profile and road-side features. Finally, storing the map as an occupancy
grid makes for a very large data set as more roads are mapped. Storing and
processing such a large dataset is becoming more and more tractable, but requires
lots of storage space and special care in algiorithm programming. Another DARPA
Urban Challenge team [2] used reflectivity measurements from a LIDAR system
7

Figure 2.2. Intensity reading of LIDAR, and lane marker map overlaid on LIDAR
scan [2]

Figure 2.3. Railway Crossing Pointcloud map [3]

paired with a GPS/INS system to create a map of road for lane detection. They
used a similar approach to [12], where reflectivity was stored in an occupancy grid.
Once the occupancy grid was formed, they were able to treat it like a 2D image and
use a Radon transform to extract lane markers. h This approach took advantage of
the highly accurate GPS/INS to reduce the need for measurement alignment and
SLAM, and could probably be extended to store map features (which were already
being extracted) instead of the gridmap. Finally, [13] describes the process of using
a SLAM approach to map a 3D environment using only LIDAR range information,
in order to create a coherent point cloud of an environment from multiple scans.

2.2 2-D LIDAR-Based Methods
All of the above use a 3D LIDAR setup to gather measurements, other approaches
focus on using a less intense 2D scanning LIDAR setup. Researchers from [14]
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Figure 2.4. Pushbroom LIDAR (blue) and forward facing LIDAR (green) on a pregenerated 3D map [4]

are using downward-facing 2D scanning LIDAR sensors mounted to the front of a
vehicle. They accumulate measurements over time while the vehicle is moving to
create "patches" of terrain. These patches are then compared with a pre-generated
3D map for localization. Since these patches are dependent on the speed of the
vehicle, they are able to determine vehicle speed by warping the scans until they fit
with the pre-generated map, assuming that the vehicle is moving at a relatively
constant speed during the collection of the road patch. In a follow-on paper [4], the
same researchers added a forward-facing LIDAR to the vehicle for better velocity
estimation, which helps with localization of the patches from the downward facing
LIDAR. The forward-facing LIDAR is also used to compare with a pre-surveyed
3D map of the operating environment. Another group of researchers in Japan [15]
use LIDAR reflectivity to augment GPS in environments with a lot of satellite
interference. A downward-facing LIDAR is used to determine the center line of the
road, which is compared to a pre-surveyed map. The center line measurements are
used to correct the position in concert with a barometer to measure altitude, an
INS, and a GPS.

2.3 Camera-Based Methods
While LIDAR is a popular choice for taking measurements from a vehicle, camerabased solutions are also seeing some success. The researchers in [16] focus on indoor
localization, but use a 3D scanning LIDAR to generate an "image" of the operating
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environment using reflectivity information instead of using a forward-facing camera.
They prefer the LIDAR generated image over a camera image due to the LIDAR’s
insensitivity to ambient lighting conditions. Range and reflectivity measurements
are then used to localize on a pre-generated map.
The researchers in [17] took a similar approach in an outdoor environment. A
pre-surveyed intensity map of the environment was generated in a similar manner
to [12]. However, instead of using LIDAR measurements from the environment to
compare to the map, images from a forward-mounted camera were collected and
used. The pre-surveyed map was translated to the camera image frame tp create
a series of simulated camera images using the pre-surveyed map. The collected
camera frame was compared with the simulated camera images using a mutual
information approach, and the best match was used to determine the vehicle’s
position.
Another approach [18] involves the use of a stereo camera setup to generate area
maps and localize on top of them. Images from the stereo cameras are stored with
a generated "world plane." Features from the world plane, as well as landmarks
from the associated imagery, are used to localize the vehicle in real-time.

2.4 GIS-Based Methods
LIDAR-based occupancy grids are effective for a single vehicle that travels over a
small area. However, occupancy grids become less and less viable as larger areas are
mapped, stored, recalled, and updated by one or more vehicles simultaneously. The
storage required for an occupancy-grid based map for an entire city far surpasses
what is reasonable to store on every autonomous vehicle, and transferring new map
sections to vehicles as they traverse new areas can be bandwidth intensive, if there
is even data service at all. For these reasons, it is useful to reduce the representation
of objects in an environment from a gridmap to discrete features. These features
can then be stored and recalled with much less effort; and as a tradeoff introducing
a small penalty as the features are re-composed into a map on the vehicle. The
approach of storing features in a database for recall is largely reminiscent of road
map data that is stored in GIS systems. And indeed, there is some research into
integrating GIS landmarks in localization. The researchers in [5] use a combination
of GPS and image landmarks with GIS to estimate vehicle position. A vehicle
10

Figure 2.5. Key image (GIS feature) and observed image, with both positions on map [5]

is driven over a course and its position is estimated to a map stored in a GIS
system using GPS and odometry. As it traverses the area, it learns key images
and associates them with a new layer in the GIS database attached to the position
at which the feature was learned. Ad a vehicle traverses the area a second time,
new images are associated with nearby key images, and when matched can give
an better estimate of vehicle position. A similar approach was taken by the same
authors in [5], except instead of images being used as the landmarks, pre-surveyed
curb edges were stored in the GIS database. A LIDAR took measurements of the
road surface, and the LIDAR scans were matched to the GIS-stored curb edges for
a finer position estimate.
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Chapter 3 |
Proof of Concept in Simulated
Environment
This section outlines an idealized proof-of-concept study undertaken to determine
the feasibility of particle filter vehicle localization using only road intensity features
measured from a downward-facing LIDAR.

3.1 The Particle Filter
The Particle Filter is a recursive Bayesian estimator that estimates a system’s
state (e.g. a vehicle’s position in space) as a probability density function, which is
updated over time. Also called a sequential Monte-Carlo estimator, the particle
filter is unique in that it represents a system’s state probability density function
as a series of individual points, or particles. In simple terms, it works by using
a random set of samples drawn from the space in which a system’s state may
exist. Each of these samples is used to generate a simulated measurement of the
system’s state, which is the compared to the actual measurements from the system
at a particular time. The simulated measurements are compared to the actual
measurements, and the particles are weighted according to how closely they match
the actual measurements, or by the probability that the measurement and the
particle are in the same location. Particles with low weights are then re-sampled to
areas near particles of higher weight, concentrating the estimates around the areas
with the best match to the real system state. Over time, the probability density
function represented by the particles converges to the true position of the system.
A more detailed explanation of the particle filter can be found in Thrun, Burgard,
12

and Fox [19].
The Particle Filter was chosen as the methodology in this case for several
reasons. First, it is sparse across the measurement space, meaning that a relatively
small numbers of particles can be used to represent the probability density over
a large area. For roadway localization, there exists a very large space of possible
vehicle positions. Checking the vehicle’s position against every possible roadway
location is computationally infeasible, but checking a subset of possible vehicle
locations is a tractable problem. Second, the initial conditions of the particle filter
are very forgiving. If the initial position of the vehicle is not known very precisely,
the particle filter can be initialized over the entire area of uncertainty (e.g. a rough
GPS measurement, or a last known location,) and eventually converge to the true
position.
In order to estimate a vehicle’s position in space using a Particle Filter, the
properties of the space need to known ahead of time. This pre-existing knowledge,
or "map" of the space is required for generating simulated measurements to compare
with the real measurements being taken on a vehicle.

3.2 Idealized Simulation
To prove that vehicle localization was possible using only a downward-facing LIDAR,
a proof-of-concept based on an idealized simulation was devised. In this simulation,
a binary image was created with black background, and white lines representing
lane markers that would be painted on a road, shown in Figure 3.1. The simulation
assumed that the direction of travel for the vehicle was known, e.g. there was
no rotation of the vehicle or particle poses. It focused on longitudinal position
estimation down the path of traversal.
In this simulation, a vehicle would traverse a path down a lane from the left to
the right side of the map. At each timestep, the vehicle would take a measurement
of the roadway beneath it as the column of pixels above and below the vehicle’s
position. This column of pixels was limited to 8 meters on either side of the vehicle,
to simulate the approximate measurement range of a vehicle-mounted LIDAR. An
example of one of these measurements is shown in Figure 3.2.
To find the vehicle’s position in the environment, the particle filter was used.
Particles, or hypotheses of the vehicle’s possible position, were scattered throughout
13
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Figure 3.2. Example intensity measurement from the ideal map

the environment that the vehicle traversed through. At each timestep, a simulated
LIDAR scan from each particle was collected in the same way as the vehicle’s
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LIDAR scan, by taking a finite column of pixels above and below the particle’s
position.
In addition to testing whether the localization method was feasible, the idealized
simulation allowed for experimentation on the metrics used to compare particle
and vehicle measurements, the weighting function, the number of particles required
to reliably obtain an accurate estimate, and the effects of lack of variability in
measurements over time on the particle filter position hypothesis. It also allowed
for characterization of expected performance when different types of error were
introduced to the measurements and particle propagation.

3.2.1 Propagation Model
At each timestep, the particles were propagated forward in the direction of vehicle
travel. Each particle was propagated by the distance traversed by the simulated
vehicle, shown in Equation 3.1 where P is the particle’s position, U is the ground
truth velocity, and rx and ry are zero-mean Gaussian random variables, and σp2 is
the variance introduced to the particle position propagation1 .




rx 
Pk + 1 = Pk + U + 
∗ σp2
ry

(3.1)

3.2.2 Measurement Model
To compute the position of the vehicle, each particle’s simulated LIDAR scan was
compared to the simulated vehicle’s LIDAR scan using a metric. Several metrics
were experimented with, shown in Table 3.1. Each of the metrics chosen assumes
that each unique white pixel is a true lane marker, and that lane markers within
the look distance will be reliably detected 100% of the time. These unique features
can then be treated independently, allowing us to calculate the distance to each
feature, the number of features present, etc. For the rest of this chapter, metric
1, or the distance to the nearest line marker for each side of the vehicle, shown in
Equation 3.2, is considered. In this equation, σr is the weighting term (standard
deviation) for the error measurements, and errorl and errorr are the differences
between the measured distance to the nearest highlight on each side, and the
1

The square root of σp2 , or σp , is the standard deviation of the Gaussian curve
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particle’s distance to the nearest highlight on each side. Figure 3.3 shows a single
side error weight evaluated, with error between 0 and 5.
−errorl2
wn = exp
2 ∗ σr2
1
2
3
4
5

!

−errorr2
∗ exp
2 ∗ σr2

!

(3.2)

Distance to the nearest highlight
Statistical variance of the distance to all detected highlights
Average intensity of all cells in measurement on each side of the vehicle
Statistical moment of the distance to all detected highlights
Number of detected highlights
Table 3.1. Metrics tested in ideal simulation

Particle weighting function, Standard Deviation = 0.5
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Figure 3.3. Example particle weight function with σr = 0.5

The difference of the distance metrics is then weighted on an exponential scale
such that a low difference between the vehicle and particle measurements was
assigned a high relative weight, whereas particle measurements that showed large
differences from the vehicle measurements were weighted very low. To simplify the
processing, all metrics are applied to the scans on either side of the vehicle (e.g.
nearest distance on the left and right sides of the vehicle,) and their respective
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exponential weights were multiplied together for each particle. All of the weights
are then normalized, such that the sum of all particle weights is 1.

3.2.3 Particle Re-sampling
Over time, particles with low weights are re-assigned to the positions of particles
with higher weights using the Sequential Importance Resampling technique [19].
Eventually, these particles converge to the location with measurements that provide
the highest weight: the vehicle position. Once the particles converge, their average
position can be used as the estimate of the vehicle’s position in the world.
For this simulation, particles positions were re-sampled every 10 iterations of
the particle filter.

3.3 Idealized Simulation Results
The position estimation performance of the particle filter in ideal, error-free simulation is shown in the following subsections.

3.3.1 Longitudinal Estimation
With a 1D simulation (e.g. finding the vehicle’s longitudinal position only), the
particle filter was able to converge to the vehicle’s position within about 8 seconds
of simulated travel at 5 m/sec. In this situation, the speed of convergence to a
solution is dictated by how far away the vehicle is from a distinct road surface
feature, such as the unique features found in regions B and C of the map. In a
situation where the features do not vary as drastically, the particle filter could take
longer to converge to the vehicle’s true position. The particle filter estimates, the
true position, and the particle filter average are shown at selected discrete timesteps
of the simulation in Figure 3.3.1.
The longitudinal position estimate results of a the same simulation are shown
in Figure 3.5. The particle filter began to converge to a single position as the true
position traverses past the simulated ’offramp’ in region C, due to the variability
introduced into the measurements over time by the diagonal offramp lines.
Due to the fact that the system is noiseless, once the particle variance goes to 0
(the particles are all sharing the same position), they will no longer estimate the
17
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Figure 3.4. Progress after 50, 100, 150, and 200 timesteps. Green represents true vehicle
position, blue represents particle position, and red is the mean particle position. The red
marker is obscured by the green marker when they are co-located.

vehicle’s position. All of the co-located particles share the same weight, so they are
all equally correct and cannot be re-sampled to a position with higher weight. They
will instead keep propagating in unison at the rate of the particle propagation.

3.3.2 Lateral and Longitudinal Estimation
In addition to the longitudinal position, the particle filter can also estimate lateral
position, or position within a lane. In this section, particle lateral positions are
estimated in tandem with longitudinal positions. Figure 3.3.2 shows the additional
lateral spread of the particles, and lateral offset between the real vehicle position
and the particle estimated position at selected simulation timesteps.
The position estimation results of the simulation are shown in Figure 3.7. The
results of the 2D particle filter are similar to the 1D case in longitudinal estimation.
The lateral dimension also shows a constant error. Again, this constant error is
due to the fact that the system is noiseless, and once the particles converge to a
18
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Figure 3.5. Longitudinal particle filter tracking error with 500 particles.

single point, they will continue to share that same point.
In general, particles all locking into the same position is not a desirable quality
for a particle filter. Once they do so they will no longer estimate the vehicle’s
position, and the particle filter’s position is based solely on the propagation model.
The next section looks at techniques to avoid this lockup and account for error
sources that are present in non idealized environments.

3.4 Introduction of Error
In the real world, measurements taken from sensors are subject to measurement
errors. To ensure the localization algorithm is able to withstand uncertainty in
measurements, error terms are added to the propagation and measurement stages
of the particle filter.

3.4.1 Propagation Error
Generally, speed measurements are subject to some uncertainty depending on
the accuracy of the sensor measuring speed. Propagation error, or error in the
distance each particle is advanced over each time step, is introduced to the particle
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Figure 3.6. Progress after 50, 100, 150, and 200 timesteps. Green represents true vehicle
position, blue represents particle position, and red is the mean particle position.

propagation model to counter-act imprecise speed measurements of the vehicle. To
account for the uncertainty in vehicle speed, a propagation error term is added
to the particle propagation stage such that particles are propagated by the speed
estimate plus an uncertainty modeled as a zero-mean normal distribution with a
variance of σp2 .
Setting the value of σp2 to 10cm2 , overcomes the problems in the no-error case
where particles locked into position once the particle position variance went to 0.
As shown in Figure 3.8, when a small propagation noise is added, the variance of
the particle position can never go to 0 due to the constant addition of random noise
into propagated particle position. The result is an estimate that continues to get
updated over time.
When the value of σp2 is set to 50cm2 , the estimation of position error starts to
become noisier as seen in Figure 3.9. Once the real position reaches the Region
E, where there is no change in features as the vehicle progresses, the variance in
the estimated position increases dramatically due to the introduction of particle
20
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Figure 3.7. Longitudinal particle filter tracking error with 500 particles.
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Figure 3.8. Longitudinal particle filter tracking error with 500 particles, using σp2 =10cm2 .

position error via propagation.
As the value of σp2 grows larger, to 500cm2 , the longitudinal position estimation
breaks down using the distance to side metric, as shown in Figure 3.10. The random
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Figure 3.9. Longitudinal particle filter tracking error with 500 particles, using σp2 =50cm2 .

noise added to the particle propagation is enough to keep the particle filter from
ever converging to within 50cm or less of the true vehicle position. The particle
variance is also high, due to the fact that within the particle position uncertainty
measurements from many possible positions will match the particle’s true position.
This is true after the vehicle passes the offramp section of the dotted lane marker
section, and after the vehicle transitions to Region E.
In both of these cases, the variance in the particle filter positions rises after
transitioning to Region E. At this point, the line features in the map no longer
vary over time. The particles in this area will spread out over time according to
the variance introduced in the propagation model, and since the features are all
the same, the particle filter has no way to correct the estimates and re-sample the
particles back to the true position. The noise added to the speed is zero-mean
Gaussian, which means that the center of the particle distribution stays the same
over time (zero-mean,) but the variance in the particle position rises at a rate
proportional to the variance in the propagation model.
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Figure 3.10.
σp =500cm2 .

Longitudinal particle filter tracking error with 500 particles, using

3.4.2 Measurement Error
In addition to errors in speed measurement, measurements taken by a LIDAR can
be subject to errors in several dimensions, including angle, range, and intensity.
These errors can be intrinsic to the LIDAR sensor, and they can also result from
errors estimating the vehicle’s attitude with respect to the road surface. To simulate
this class of error, an uncertainty term is introduced to the measurements of the
distance to LIDAR highlights from the vehicle’s position. This uncertainty is
modeled by a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with a variance of σd2 .
In addition to the intrinsic measurement uncertainty of a LIDAR sensor, additional environmental effects could also confound the measurements. For instance,
water or snow on a road, wear of painted lane road markers, and interference from
other vehicles can impact the performance of the particle filter. The degree of
impact from these environmental sources varies with the type of interference and
the type of measurement model chosen. Any measurement model that relies heavily
on the accuracy of painted lines will be impacted if the lines are worn or obscured,
and a measurement model that relies heavily on road geometry would be impacted
by additional obstacles or debris on the road surface. These environmental effects
vary greatly and represent the worst-case operating conditions for the algorithm,
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and are not addressed by this paper.
In this section, σp2 will be set to 10cm2 to prevent the particles in the particle
filter from degenerating to a single point. This will allow us to evaluate the
differences between values for σd2 by avoiding the locking problem shown in the
noiseless case.
When σd2 is increased to 50cm2 , or five map tiles, the estimation performance
is not strongly affected, as shown in Figure 3.11.
Particle Filter Position Error. Metric = Distance to nearest highlight on each side
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Figure 3.11. Longitudinal particle filter tracking error with 500 particles, using
σd2 =50cm2 and σp2 =10cm2 .

When σd2 is increased to 500cm2 , or fifty map tiles, the lateral position estimation
performance does degrade slightly as shown in Figure 3.12.

3.5 Conclusions
Based on the longitudinal position estimation results shown in Section 3.3.1, we
see that given an idealized simulation with no errors, longitudinal position can be
found using a LIDAR scan and particle filter within the target of 10 centimeters.
The introduction of lateral position estimation in Section 3.3.2 shows that lateral
position can also be obtained reliably using the same metric. We also see that the
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Figure 3.12. Longitudinal particle filter tracking error with 500 particles, using
σd2 =500cm2 and σp2 =10cm2 .

particle filter is not suited to a noise-free situation, and that some noise source or
heuristic is required to keep the particle positions from converging to a single point
over time.
When error was introduced in Section 3.4, we see that the particle filter was
able to maintain a position estimate when noise was introduced into the particle
propagation model. When noise was added to distance measurements, the particle
filter was still able to robustly compute the position of the vehicle within the goal
error, despite the amount of noise added.
Given these results, it can be said that in ideal conditions, the particle filter
is a valid choice for vehicle localization, and can be tuned to achieve the desired
performance with a variety of choices of error metric and in the presence of noise.
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Chapter 4 |
Real-World Localization
Implementation
This chapter describes the localization algorithm developed based on the proof-ofconcept particle filter.

4.1 Algorithm Details
The localization algorithm is based on the proof-of-concept implementation in
Chapter 3. The algorithm uses a particle filter to compare a single LIDAR scan of
a road to several hypothesized measurements derived from a previous traversal of
the road.

4.1.1 Environment Map
For this work, LIDAR scans from multiple traversals of the road surface are used
as a source for particle positions and for vehicle measurements. This methodology
allows for comparison between multiple datasets (scans of a road) without the need
for the detailed global alignment of multiple scans to create e.g. a grid-based map
like the ones used by Levinson [12] and Wolcott [17].
The methodology of using a single independent scan as the map instead of
using a detailed pre-surveyed environmental introduces some limitations in the
methodology. The scan-to-scan approach assumes that in multiple passes, the
vehicle maintains the same orientation (yaw angle) relative to the road surface.
Changes in yaw angle would affect the relative distances of observed road features
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from the LIDAR sensor. Given that a vehicle traveling down a single lane of traffic
does not have large deviations in yaw angle relative to the road, this assumption is
safe to make.
This approach also limits the features used in the localization process to the
resolution of the scan. Features smaller than the sampling distance may not be
reliably detected in multiple traversals of the road surface, which may artificially
de-weight particles in the vicinity. The limitations of this approach are more
thoroughly discussed in Section 5.3.

4.1.2 Propagation Model
Each of the particles is propagated at each time-step in a longitudinal direction
along the dataset’s station coordinate. The vehicle’s measured forward speed is
used to propagate particle positions. To account for uncertainty within the vehicle’s
speed measurement, an uncertainty is added to the position propagation modeled
by a zero-mean normal distribution with a variance of σp .
Positions that exist within the map dataset are quantized to the positions of
each LIDAR scan, so after propagation each particle position is then assigned to
the nearest scan coordinate that exists in the map dataset.

4.1.3 Measurement Model
At each timestep, each LIDAR intensity scan line from each particle’s position
within the map dataset is collected and interpolated to a 10cm resolution, shown in
Figure 4.1. The measurement at the current time is also collected, and the intensity
data is interpolated to the same range of distances.
Both measurements are then compared to each other using a sliding crosscorrelation, with a fixed look distance relative to center of the measurement scan.
The maximum correlation value between the measurement and each of the particle’s
scans is then collected and weighted exponentially to determine the particle’s raw
weight value. The weight values are then normalized so that they all add up to 1.
Examples of correlation of a single scan to itself, and of a single scan to another
un-like scan, are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2. Results of scan auto-correlation (left) and correlation between two un-like
scans (right)

4.1.4 Particle Re-sampling
At each timestep, particles are re-sampled based on their relative weights using the
importance resampling algorithm described in Probabilistic Robotics [19]. This
re-sampling algorithm was also used in Chapter 3’s proof of concept implementation.
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Chapter 5 |
Real-World Localization
Testing
This chapter outlines the testing methodology and results of the localization
algorithm against collected data from two locations.

5.1 Data Collection
To test this localization algorithm, scans of two different locations were collected
using a vehicle fitted with a downward-facing scanning LIDAR, and GPS/INS
solution to provide vehicle speed and approximate ground truth (GPS) position.

5.1.1 Science Park Road
The first set of scans used to test this localization method is a set of scans of Science
Park Road/Valley Vista Drive, in State College, PA, shown in Figure 5.1.1. This
road was chosen because it is a single lane through the entire course of travel, it is
long and relatively straight with few traffic lights, and it contains various intensity
features (center turning lanes, different road line markers, etc.) An instrumented
vehicle was driven the length of the road twice in each direction, allowing for the
use of one scan in a particular direction as a "map", or reference scan, and the
second as the source of simulated measurements.
LIDAR scans of range, angle, and reflectivity were collected from the road surface
at 37Hz, at a 1 degree resolution. The GPS/INS provided position estimates at
100Hz. The position and velocity information from the GPS/INS solution were
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interpolated in time to each LIDAR scan time, providing a position estimate at the
time each LIDAR scan was acquired. The vehicle traveled at maximum of speed
35mph while collecting data, which is the speed limit for the entire length of road
traversed.

Figure 5.1. Science Park Road/Valley Vista Drive [6]

5.1.2 PTI Test Track
The Penn State PTI Test Track was the second location where data was collected.
The test track is a closed oval track with various areas for vehicle durability and
handling testing, shown in Figure 5.1.2. In November 2012, the track was painted
with lane marker lines simulating a single-lane roadway. An instrumented vehicle
was driven counter-clockwise around the test track for multiple laps. This data set
allows for testing of the algorithm when the features on the road do not vary very
much over time, and provides a larger number of passes over the same road to use
as map and measurement scans.
LIDAR scans of the road surface were collected were collected at 25Hz, at a
0.1667 degree resolution. The GPS/INS provided position estimates at 20Hz. Again,
the position and velocity information from the GPS/INS solution were interpolated
in time to each LIDAR scan time, providing a position estimate at the time each
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LIDAR scan was acquired. The vehicle traveled at about 40mph while collecting
data.

Figure 5.2. The PTI Test Track [7]

5.1.3 Data Correlation and Alignment
To align multiple datasets with different start points, end points, and speed profiles,
we use the "station positon" or "path coordinate", which is a measure of the
displacement along the path traveled from a given reference point. As long as
multiple traversals share the same path of travel (e.g. stay in the same lane of the
roadway without excessive maneuver), the station coordinate should be comparable
between multiple passes of roadway scanning. The path coordinate position is
computed by integrating the difference in the vehicle’s GPS position at every scan
timestep from the start of the scan.
The scans do not all start at the same point in space, so the station positions need
to be aligned in space by finding the offset between the station position coordinates.
To correlate multiple scans to each other using the station displacement, the shapes
of the position traces collected by the GPS over multiple scans are correlated to
each other as shown in Figure 5.3. We say the path coordinates are aligned when
the total difference between both of the scans is minimized.

5.2 Test Methodology
To test the localization performance of the algorithm, multiple passes of the same
road surfaces were used. The scans were correlated to each other by station position
as described in Section 5.1.3. One scan of the road was used as the "map" scan,
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Figure 5.3. Vehicle altitude vs scan station of Science Park Rd. before (left) and after
(right) alignment

or the scan over which the particle filter was sampling it simulated measurements
usi0001ng its measurement model. A second pass of the same road was then used as
the "measurement" scan. Scan lines were read one-by-one from the "measurement"
scan, and used to compare to the "map" scan segments in the particle filter. Using
this methodolgy, the particle filter is estimating the vehicle’s position within the
"map" dataset, using observations from the "measurement" dataset.

5.3 Error Sources
While the test methodology was formulated to get the best results out of the data
available, there are some inherent error sources in the data that are not compensated
for.

5.3.1 GPS Quality
Neither of the datasets had Differential GPS corrections active, so positioning errors
in the scanned datasets occur due to confounding factors such as GPS drift and the
gain/loss of satellite coverage as the vehicle traveled. As such, absolute position
error cannot be accurately gauged within our target metric (10cm of longitudinal
error). The GPS solution being used in both cases was using single-point GPS
positioning, with no external correction source. The precision of the GPS in use in
single point mode is only 1.8m [20]. The variability in position estimation between
scans is clearly visible in the GPS altitude measurements shown in Figure 5.3.
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5.3.2 LIDAR Sampling Rate
The datasets used in this work contain LIDAR samples that were collected at a rate
between 25 and 35Hz. Using an average vehicle speed of 35mph, or 17m/sec, the
datasets have a longitudinal resolution of about 0.5 to 0.6 meters. This quantization
of possible positions in the map means that the positions that exist in the measured
traversal may not necessarily correspond well with any positions in the map scan,
leading to quantization errors of up to 0.3m even if the particle filter is performing
well.
The longitudinal resolution also means that any features smaller than 1.0 to 1.2
meters in longitudinal size may not have been reliably detected in both the map
scan and the measurement scan. Reflective features on roads like lane lines and
other features are much longer than 1 meter, and can be assumed to be present in
both the map and measurement traversals. Smaller features like crosswalks, turning
lane arrows, center lane reflectors, etc., which provide more precise localization
information, may not be reliably detected in the map and measurement scans. This
feature mismatch results in missed opportunities for localization, and can also lead
to positioning error if similar features occur elsewhere in the map.

5.4 Results
This section shows results of the particle filter algorithm using scans from both
scanned locations. The algorithm is first run using the same scan as both the map
and measurement scan, to verify that the localization works under ideal conditions
when good correspondence between the measurements and the map. It also serves
to remove GPS positioning error when determining the localization accuracy of the
particle filter.
The algorithm is then run on disparate datasets, where the map is sourced
from one scanning pass over the road surface, and the measurements come from
a different pass over the same road surface. These results show the algorithm’s
real-world performance, but are subject to all of the error sources discussed in
Section 5.3.
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5.4.1 Science Park Road
The Science Park Road dataset contains two trajectories that each had two traversals: two north-south traversals and two south-north traversals of Science Park
Road/Valley Vista Drive. The traversals gathered data between the parking exit of
the Lowe’s shopping center just before the intersection of Valley Vista Rd. and
Carnegie Dr., and the intersection of Science Park Road with Pine Hall Rd. The
scans were not all started and ended at the same positions, so the first and last
10% of all of the measurement scans were omitted, to ensure that all measurements
fall inside of the sampled positions in the map scan.
5.4.1.1

Same Dataset Test

As a first test, same dataset was used as both the map and measurement scan. It is
designed to show that the algorithm is capable of localizing the vehicle under ideal
(e.g. all measurements align well with the map) conditions, and that the map has
enough time-varying features to allow for accurate localization using a particle filter.
Using the same dataset as both the map and measurement also removes the GPS
error and quantization uncertainty from the equation, as the GPS ground-truth is
identical between the map and the measurements and all of the sampled positions
used as measurements correspond directly with a scan in the map.
The results of the test are shown in Figure 5.4. The use of the same dataset for
both the map and the measurements shows that for most of the traversed path,
the difference between the mean particle position and the true vehicle position is
below 1 meter for most of the traversal, with a maximum positioning error of just
over 2m. The particle position standard distribution converges over the first 400m
of travel to about 3m, indicating that the particle positions are in good agreement
with the mean particle position.
Figure 5.5 shows the Cartesian error in the datasets, or the amount of error
between the GPS-measured positions of the measurement and map scans. This
eliminates any error introduced by converting the vehicle traversals to a station
coordinate frame, but is subject to any GPS drift between when the map and
measurement scans were collected. The 3D error trace shows the overall (x,y,z)
position error between the particle position estimate and true position, while the
2D error eliminates altitude differences and shows only the (x,y) position error
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Figure 5.4. Station Error in Science Park Road position estimate using 300 particles

between the particle position estimate and the true position.
In this case, since the GPS positions between the measurement and map scans
are identical, the GPS 2D and 3D error are identical to each other, and mirror the
particle positioning error shown in Figure 5.4.
The results of the same dataset test over Science Park Rd. show that under
ideal conditions the particle filter is able to localize with accuracy under 1m, and
in some areas it shows sub-1m accuracy.
5.4.1.2

Disparate Dataset Test

The results of the station position estimation of the algorithm over using two
south-north traversals of Science Park Rd./Valley Vista Dr. is shown in Figure 5.6.
The error is found as the difference between the mean station position of all of
the particles in the map scan, and the true position in the measurement scan.
In this figure, the algorithm converges slowly to sub-meter accuracy after about
3000m of travel. After this point, the error quickly rises above 10m. In spite of this
positioning inaccuracy, the particle uncertainty stays relatively consistent during
the entire scan, indicating a good correspondence between the particle estimates
and the true position.
The Cartesian error, or the error between the measured GPS positions and
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Figure 5.5. Cartesian Error in Science Park Road position estimate using 300 particles
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Figure 5.6. Station Error in Science Park Road position estimate using 300 particles,
from South to North

the particle estimated GPS positions between the scans (which is invariant of
scan-to-scan alignment) is shown in Figure 5.7. The error is measured using the
difference between the mean GPS-derived particle position in the measurement
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scan, and the true GPS-derived position from the map scan.
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Figure 5.7. Cartesian Error in Science Park Road position estimate using 300 particles,
from South to North

The fact that the GPS-derived Cartesian positions do not show a large increase
towards the end of the dataset indicates that there may be a station position
alignment problem between the two datasets. Since the station position calculation
is using integrated position differences, it is possible that over a long timespan
(several thousand meters of travel), the station coordinates between the map and
measurement scans drift apart. The differences in the 2D and 3D errors are mostly
due to GPS drift in the altitude measurements between the two scans. The areas
between Carnegie Dr. and Circleville Rd. contain lots of tree cover, potentially
hindering GPS accuracy.
Figure 5.8 shows that the same landmark (a crosswalk at Little Lion Rd.)
occurs at a station position in the map scan about 11m away from the station
position in the measurement scan. This large station position error between scans
is consistent with the station positioning errors shown in Figure 5.7, and indicates
that significant drift occurs in the station positions calculated on each dataset.
In addition to the south-north traversals, the station position estimate results
of the north-south traversals are shown in Figure 5.9. The north-south results look
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Figure 5.8. Station Position Error in Science Park Rd. Scans

slightly better: the algorithm quickly converges before the error rises to around 10m
around Little Lion Dr. From there, the algorithm positioning accuracy oscillates
between sub-meter and 10m accuracy against the true station position.
The Cartesian position estimate results of the north-south traversals are shown
in Figure 5.10. The results in this plot follow the trend of the station positioning
plots, but show a much smaller inaccuracy after Circleville rd. This could also
be due to station position drift between both datasets over time due to position
displacement integration, similar to the alignment errors shown in Figure 5.8.
The large differences in the 2D and 3D errors are mostly due to GPS drift
in the altitude measurements between the two scans. Again, the areas between
Carnegie Dr. and Circleville Rd. contain lots of tree cover, potentially hindering
GPS accuracy.

5.4.2 PTI Test Track
The PTI test track dataset contains six laps of the PTI test track all run in the
same counter-clockwise direction.
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Figure 5.10. Error in Science Park Road position estimate using 300 particles, from
South to North

5.4.2.1

Same Dataset Test

Again, the algorithm is first tested by using the same dataset as both the map and
the source of simulated measurements. The dataset used was a single lap around
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the test track, lap 2 in the set of lap data. Figure 5.11 shows the particle filter
positioning error from the localization algorithm. In this figure, the particle filter
position error converges quickly to bellow 1m, and stays there for the duration
of the dataset. Areas past the pendulum and near the bridge where the particle
position error and uncertainty both drop simultaneously show the presence of
unique intensity features where the particle filter is able to weight the particles at
the true position much more highly than the particle positions in the immediate
vicinity.
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Figure 5.11. Station Error in Test Track position estimate using 300 particles, Lap 2

Figure 5.12 shows the 2D and 3D Cartesian error (GPS error) between the
algorithm’s position estimate and the true GPS position. Again, since the map and
measurement scans are both using the same set of positions, the 2D and 3D error
are identical, and mirror the positioning error shown in Figure 5.11.
The results of the same dataset test show that the algorithm is able to localize
within 1m of positioning error over the test track in ideal conditions, and in certain
areas, can localize much better.
5.4.2.2

Disparate Dataset Test

The results of the station position estimation of the algorithm over using laps 2
and 4 around the test track is shown in Figure 5.13. As in the Science Park data,
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Figure 5.12. Cartesian Error in Test Track position estimate using 300 particles, Lap 2

the error is found as the difference between the mean station position of all of the
particles in the map scan, and the true position in the measurement scan.
In this figure, the particle filter position error stays high, with a large amount
of relative uncertainty, until just before the vehicle reaches the Pendulum area of
the test track. After the position converges, the position estimate stays consistent
until the Bridge area. Once the vehicle reaches the bridge, the error rises and the
uncertainty falls, indicating that the particle filter has incorrectly locked on to a
unique feature.
The Cartesian error, or the error between the measured GPS positions and the
particle estimated GPS positions between the two laps is shown in Figure 5.14. It
mostly follows the trends in the station positioning error plot, with some difference
between the 2D and 3D error due to altitude measurement drift between the two
GPS scans.
The large error in the end of the Cartesian Position plot is a result of path
divergence, or the fact that the vehicle took a slightly different path of travel at the
end of each lap. This divergence is shown in the GPS traces shown in Figure 5.15,
at the bottom right of the path where the red and blue traces diverge.
The results of the station position estimation of the algorithm over using laps 3
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Figure 5.13. Station Error in Test Track position estimate using 300 particles, Laps 2
and 4
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and 5 around the test track is shown in Figure 5.16 The station position estimate
quickly converges to meter-level accuracy before slightly losing track and spiking
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Figure 5.15. Path divergence in traversal, Laps 2 and 4

up to 4m accuracy. It is able to consistently localize with an accuracy below
4m, and most of the time is able to localize with accuracy under 2m. When the
vehicle passes the bridge section, the particle position error and uncertainty both
fall dramatically, and the particle filter positioning error is reduce to sub-meter
accuracy.
The Cartesian error, or the error between the measured GPS positions and
the particle estimated GPS positions between laps 3 and 5 in Figure 5.17. The
Cartesian error between the two datasets follows the trends in the station position
error.
The divergence at the end of the Cartesian plot is again due to the fact that the
vehicle traveled slightly different paths through the last section of the lap between
the two datasets.
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Figure 5.16. Station Error in Test Track position estimate using 300 particles, Laps 3
and 5
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Chapter 6 |
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter outlines the conclusions drawn from the localization proof-of-concept,
testing the localization algorithm, and outlines future areas of expansion for the
localization approach.

6.1 Feasibility
As shown in the results of Chapter 5, the localization algorithm is reliably able
to localize the position of a vehicle within 10 meters, and in some cases is able to
localize down to the 10cm goal.
In the ideal cases, where the particle filter was tested using the same scan for
the map and the vehicle measurements, the particle filter was able to localize below
1m of accuracy for most of the Science Park data set and almost all of the Test
Track data set. This shows that in ideal conditions, the data and metrics used by
the particle filter are able to reliably determine the longitudinal position of a vehicle
traveling down a pre-mapped road. The fact that the particle filter was not able
to achieve the 10cm goal in these cases indicates that current approach contains
weaknesses. As was discussed in Section 5.3, the current approach is limited in
spatial resolution to about 0.5m due to the fast speed of the vehicle and low data
rate of the LIDAR scans. Since the detected feature size is not going to reliably be
lower than 0.5m, the positioning results of both datasets are on the order of the
detectable feature size and thus quite reasonable.
It is more difficult to draw conclusions from the disparate scan data sets. Due to
the large error sources in the collected data sets, it is difficult to isolate the sources
of localization error. The main confounding source of error is the un-corrected GPS
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position error, as discussed in Section 5.3, which contributes both to the station
position calculation and the Cartesian error measurement.
The Science Park disparate scan tests show large drifting errors in station
positioning accuracy, while the particle uncertainty stays quite low. This can be
a result of features that don’t vary quickly, errors in station position calculation
and/or alignment, or bad scan-to-scan correspondence in LIDAR measurements.
Without better measurements of absolute position between multiple scans, it’s
difficult to account for the exact sources of error.
The disparate scan results for the Test Track are more promising. The test track
laps are much shorter than the Science Park Rd. datasets, which helps with station
position drift due to the fact that the position difference integration is happening
over a much shorter time. In both tests of the algorithm, the results are mostly on
the order of the single scan results with small jumps in positioning error around
the Pendulum and Bridge areas of the track.
Based on the above, the algorithm does work to give positioning results on the
order of the error sources in ideal conditions. Under real life conditions, positioning
accuracy is good, but more investigation into error sources is required to determine
the true accuracy of the algorithm, especially for longer datasets.

6.2 Future Work
For future approaches, the first step is to obtain a sufficiently detailed pre-surveyed
map of the area being localized in, instead of relying on a past data collection for
reference. The pre-surveyed map should be surveyed to contain features at 10cm,
or the desired localization distance. The approach taken by Wolcott et. al [17],
where the map is generated using dense point cloud data with many features to use
for inter-scan alignment should be investigated. This density in collection can help
eliminate the position quantization error in this work, and it can also improve the
quality of the map by enabling several separate observations of the environment to
be merged together into a single map representation. Sampling features at 10cm
can help with localization accuracy by ensuring small, unique features are captured
reliably in the map.
Collection of the surveyed map should also be done with better absolute accuracy,
either by introducing surveyed fiducial markers into the data, or by using an RTK
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GPS with full differential corrections active. Data gathered in this manner can
be adjusted to fixed GPS reference points, so the absolute GPS position at each
point is known with a high confidence. This would reduce or eliminate the 1.8m
uncertainty in this work stemming from and the errors in GPS positioning.
Finally, this work used only the LIDAR reflectivity measurements as the feature
to compare particle estimated positions to measured positions. There is more
information available in LIDAR scans, such as geometry derived from the LIDAR
scan ranges. Future work should consider adding more dimensionality to the
map and particle/map correspondence than just intensity information, such as
measured range/road surface geometry. Additionally, the measurements between
the measured data and mapped data were all measurements based on the raw
collected measurements. Post-processing and feature-extraction could be used to
create a more compact map, and to reduce the computation required to compare
features detected with the LIDAR to features in a map.
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Appendix A|
Proof-Of-Concept Code

%% Particle Filter
% This filter tries to localize a moving point on a simulated
% roadway based on the nearest point and mean point on each side
% of the particle.
%
% Written by Rich Mattes, based on an example written by Adam Dean
% 8/2009
function ParticleFilterSim1(opts)
% Clear workspace and seed RNG.
close all;
imageDir = '~/workspace/Laser_PF/Images/';
seed = 103345;
rng(seed,'twister');
set(0, 'DefaultFigureColor' ,'w');
set(0, 'DefaultAxesFontName', 'times');
set(0, 'DefaultAxesFontSize', 12);
%% Process User Input
if exist('opts', 'var') && isstruct(opts)
useY = opts.lateralMeasurement;
doSin = opts.lateralMovement;
R1 = opts.meanVar;
sigma_d = opts.measurementVariance;
sigma_p = opts.propagationVariance;
measureType = opts.measurementType;
resampInterval = opts.resampInterval;
else
useY = input('Enable Lateral Measurement: ');
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doSin = input('Enable Lateral Movement: ');
R1 = input('Computation of Mean Variance: ');
sigma_d = input('Distance Measurement Variance(10cm): ');
sigma_p = input('Particle Propagation Variance(10cm): ');
measureType = input('Measurement Type: ');
if (measureType < 1 || measureType > 7)
error('Invalid measurement type');
end
resampInterval = 10;
end
%% Step 1: Create a Map
% Create a cell map to represent our roadway surface,
% using a matrix to represent our roadway.
% Currently each map cell is 1 dm, 10 cells = 1m
% Map cells with an intensity have a value of 1,
% cells with no intensity have a value of 0.
% Map dimension information.
XDim = 190;
% X size of map in meters
YDim = 34;
% Y size of map in meters
MapScale = 10;
% How many map divisions make up a meter
XMax = XDim * MapScale; % The maximum X coordinate in the map
YMax = YDim * MapScale; % The maximum Y coordinate in the map
% Initialize the Map matrix
map = zeros(YMax, XMax);
offrampOuterXStart = 10;
offrampInnerXStart = 35;
offrampEnd = 47;
doubleLineStart = XDim/2;
% Create the Lane Markers
for x = 1:XMax
%shoulder lines
map(24*MapScale, x) = 1;
map(16*MapScale, x) = 1;
% dotted center line
if mod(round(x/MapScale), 3) == 0 && x < doubleLineStart*MapScale
map(20*MapScale, x) = 1;
end
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% center line changes into a double line!
if x >= doubleLineStart*MapScale
map (19.9*MapScale, x) = 1;
map (20.1*MapScale, x) = 1;
end
% offramp
if (x >= offrampOuterXStart*MapScale && x <offrampEnd* MapScale)
map(round(−.15*(x−offrampOuterXStart*MapScale)) +...
16*MapScale, x) = 1;
end
if (x >= offrampInnerXStart*MapScale && x <offrampEnd* MapScale)
map(round(−.15*(x−offrampInnerXStart*MapScale)) +...
16*MapScale, x) = 1;
end
% lane that offramp merges into
if x >= offrampEnd*MapScale
map(round(−.15*((offrampEnd*MapScale)−...
offrampOuterXStart*MapScale)) + 16*MapScale, x) = 1;
map(round(−.15*((offrampEnd*MapScale)−...
offrampInnerXStart*MapScale))+ 16*MapScale, x) = 1;
end
if (x >offrampOuterXStart*MapScale+5 && x < ...
offrampInnerXStart*MapScale)
map(16*MapScale, x) = 0;
end

end
% Plot boundaries
transitions = [offrampOuterXStart, offrampInnerXStart, offrampEnd,...
doubleLineStart] * MapScale;
%% Step 2: Create a trajectory across the map.
U = [5,0];
% x and y displacement for each time step
Length = XMax / U(1); % # of steps particle filter will iterate over
% Specifiy intitial positions
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X = zeros(1,Length);
Y = zeros(1,Length);
X(1) = 1;
% All the way at the left side of the map
if(doSin)
Y(1) = 17*MapScale; % Height of 18 meters from bottom of map
trajString = 'sin';
else
Y(1) = 18*MapScale;
trajString = 'straight';
end
LookDist = 8*MapScale; % How many meters to look in each direction
% Sensor Noise Variances
% R1 = .001;
% variance in Generation of Averages
% R2 = 0;
% variance in Generation of Distances
% Initialize loop variables
RightDistance = zeros(10,Length);
LeftDistance = zeros(10, Length);
RightDistanceCount = zeros(Length,1);
LeftDistanceCount = zeros(Length,1);
RightMean = zeros(Length,1);
LeftMean = zeros(Length,1);
RightDistanceMoment = zeros(Length,1);
RightDistanceVariance = zeros(Length, 1);
LeftDistanceMoment = zeros(Length,1);
LeftDistanceVariance = zeros(Length,1);
RightMomentSq = zeros(Length,1);
LeftMomentSq = zeros(Length,1);
LeftMap = zeros(LookDist+1, Length);
RightMap = zeros(LookDist+1, Length);
% Go through to precalculate values for each point along
% the trajectory
for k=2:Length
%Make U(2) a sinusoidal path instead of a linear one
if (doSin)
U(2) = round(1* sin(0.1 * k));
end
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% Calculate trajectory points
X(k) = X(k−1) + U(1);
Y(k) = Y(k−1) + U(2);
% Precalculate the Measurements
% Grab the row of the map that the trajectory point is in
MapRow = map(:,X(k));
RightMap(:,k) = MapRow(Y(k)−LookDist:Y(k));
LeftMap(:,k) = MapRow(Y(k):Y(k)+LookDist);
% Measure the distance to the closest right point,
% introduce a variance
points = 1;
for y = Y(k):−1:Y(k)−LookDist
if (MapRow(y) == 1)
RightDistance(points, k) = Y(k) − y + ...
randn(1)*sqrt(sigma_d);
points = points + 1;
end
end
RightDistanceCount(k) = points − 1;
RightDistanceMoment(k) = sum(RightDistance(:,k)) /...
RightDistanceCount(k);
RightDistanceVariance(k) = var(RightDistance(1:points−1, k));
RightMomentSq(k) = sum(RightDistance(:,k).^2)/...
RightDistanceCount(k);
% Measure the distance to the closest left point,
% introduce a variance
points = 1;
for y = Y(k):Y(k) + LookDist
if (MapRow(y) == 1)
LeftDistance(points, k) = (y − Y(k)) + ...
randn(1)*sqrt(sigma_d);
points = points + 1;
end
end
LeftDistanceCount(k) = points − 1;
LeftDistanceMoment(k) = sum(LeftDistance(:,k)) / ...
LeftDistanceCount(k);
LeftDistanceVariance(k) = var(LeftDistance(1:points−1, k));
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LeftMomentSq(k) = sum(LeftDistance(:,k).^2) / ...
LeftDistanceCount(k);
LeftMean(k) = mean(LeftMap(:,k)) + randn(1)*sqrt(R1);
RightMean(k) = mean(RightMap(:,k)) + randn(1)*sqrt(R1);
end
%% Step 3: Generate Particles, Place them on the Map
% Initialize 500 random Particles,
% calculate X and Y coordinates of each
Particles.Count = 500;
Particles.X = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.Y = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.NewX = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.NewY = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.RawWeight = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.Weight = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.X(:,1) = rand(Particles.Count,1)*XMax;
if (useY)
Particles.Y(:,1) = ...
rand(Particles.Count,1)*(YMax−(LookDist*2))+LookDist;
else
Particles.Y(:,1) = ones(Particles.Count,1) * Y(1);
end
% Do some boundary checking so we don't end up with particles
% in index 0 of our map matrix
for i = 1:Particles.Count
if Particles.X < 1
Particles.X = 1;
end
if Particles.Y < 1
Particles.Y = 1;
end
end
% Find the mean of the Particles
Particles.XMean = mean(Particles.X(:,1));
Particles.YMean = mean(Particles.Y(:,1));
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% Initialize the Weights so that the sum of all of the
% particles adds up to 1
Particles.Weight = ones(Particles.Count,1)/Particles.Count;
hMap = figure(1);
colormap gray
imagesc(map);
axis xy;
set(gca, 'xticklabel', num2str(str2num(get(gca, 'xtickLabel'))/...
MapScale));
set(gca, 'yticklabel', num2str(str2num(get(gca, 'ytickLabel'))/...
MapScale));
xlabel('X Coordinate (m)');
ylabel('Y Coordinate (m)');
title('Roadway Map');
for i=1:length(transitions)
line([transitions(i), transitions(i)], [0 YMax]* MapScale,...
'Color', 'm');
end
boundaries = [0 transitions XMax];
for i=1:length(boundaries)−1
tx(i)=text(((boundaries(i) + boundaries(i+1)) / 2) − 20,...
YMax − 20,...
char('A'−1+i), 'Color', [1 1 1], 'FontSize', 12);
end
ExportWordPNG(hMap, fullfile(imageDir, 'Simple_Map'));
hold on;
hPart = scatter(Particles.X(:,1), Particles.Y(:,1), 'b', 'filled');
hMean = scatter(Particles.XMean, Particles.YMean, 'r', 'filled');
hReal = scatter(X(1), Y(1), 'g', 'filled');
hold off;
hWt = figure(2);
hWeight = stem(Particles.X(:,1), Particles.Weight); hold on;
hWReal = stem(X(1)/MapScale, 1, 'r'); hold off; grid on;
xlabel('X Coordinate (m)'); ylabel('Particle Weight');
title('Particle Weight Distribution');
xlim([0 XDim]);
if 1
hMeasurement = figure(3);
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x = −LookDist/MapScale:1/MapScale:LookDist/MapScale;
stem(x, [LeftMap(:,2); RightMap(2:end,2)] );
xlabel('Distance from measurement centroid (m)');
ylabel('Measured Intensity');
title('Example Measurement');
grid on;
ExportWordPNG(hMeasurement, ...
fullfile(imageDir, 'Simple_Measurement'));
close(hMeasurement);
end
%% Step 4: Iterate Through Particle Filter
writer = VideoWriter('pf_video.avi', 'Motion JPEG AVI');
writer.FrameRate = 30;
% writer.CompressionRatio = 3;
open(writer);
% Set variances for models
% Qa = 5; % variance of noise in Odometry
Particles.LeftCount = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.RightCount = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.LeftDistance = zeros(Particles.Count, 10, Length);
Particles.RightDistance = zeros(Particles.Count, 10, Length);
Particles.LeftMoment = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.RightMoment = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.LeftMomentSq = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.RightMomentSq = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.LeftDistanceVariance = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.RightDistanceVariance = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
Particles.XMean = zeros(1, Length);
Particles.YMean = zeros(1, Length);
Particles.XVar = zeros(1, Length);
Particles.YVar = zeros(1, Length);
Particles.Weight = zeros(Particles.Count, Length);
corrDist = 5;%2*MapScale;
corrWindow = hann(2*corrDist+1);
for k = 2:Length
% MOTION MODEL
% Move all particles based on your odometry
Particles.NewX(:,k) = Particles.X(:,k−1) + U(1) + ...
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randn(Particles.Count,1)*sqrt(sigma_p);
if (useY)
Particles.NewY(:,k) = Particles.Y(:,k−1) + U(2) + ...
randn(Particles.Count,1)*sqrt(sigma_p);
else
Particles.NewY(:,k) = Particles.Y(:,k−1);
end
% If a particle fell off of the map,
% re−initalize it somewhere random.
[templocs, junk] = find(Particles.NewX(:,k) > XMax);
Particles.NewX(templocs,k) = rand(length(templocs),1)*XMax;
[templocs, junk] = find(Particles.NewX(:,k) < 1);
Particles.New(templocs,k) = rand(length(templocs),1)*XMax;
[templocs, junk] = find(Particles.NewY(:,k) > YMax);
Particles.NewY(templocs,k) = rand(length(templocs),1)*...
(YMax − 2*LookDist −2) + LookDist;
[templocs, junk] = find(Particles.NewY(:,k) < 1);
Particles.NewY(templocs,k) = rand(length(templocs),1)*...
(YMax−2*LookDist−2) + LookDist;
% MEASUREMENT MODEL
% Create our measurements from our random data points.
% Quantized to map cells
Particles.NewX(:,k) = round(Particles.NewX(:,k));
Particles.NewY(:,k) = round(Particles.NewY(:,k));
% Make sure no coordinates will resolve to a 0
for j = 1:Particles.Count
if Particles.NewX(j,k) < 1
Particles.NewX(j,k) = 1;
end
if Particles.NewY(j,k) < LookDist+1
Particles.NewY(j,k) = LookDist+1;
end
if Particles.NewY(j,k) + LookDist > YMax
Particles.NewY(j,k) = YMax − LookDist;
end
end
% Calculate the distances from each particle,
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% using the preset look distance
for j = 1:Particles.Count
MapRow(:,1) = map(:,Particles.NewX(j,k));
Particles.LeftMap(:,j) = ...
MapRow(Particles.NewY(j,k):Particles.NewY(j,k) +...
LookDist);
Particles.RightMap(:,j) = ...
MapRow(Particles.NewY(j,k) − LookDist : ...
Particles.NewY(j,k));
if measureType == 1 || measureType == 2 || measureType == 7
% Calculate the distance to the closest left intensity
% point for each particle.
points = 1;
for y = 1:LookDist
if (Particles.LeftMap(y,j) > 0)
Particles.LeftDistance(j,points,k) = y;
points = points+1;
end
Particles.LeftCount(j,k) = points − 1;
if (Particles.LeftCount(j,k) == 0)
Particles.LeftDistance(j,points,1) = LookDist;
end
end
if measureType == 7
Particles.LeftDistanceVariance(j,k) = ...
var(Particles.LeftDistance(j, ...
1:Particles.LeftCount(j,k), k));
end
points = 1;
% Calculate the distance to the closest right intensity
% point for each particle.
for y = LookDist:−1:1
if (Particles.RightMap(y,j) > 0)
Particles.RightDistance(j,points,k) = LookDist−y;
points = points +1;
end
Particles.RightCount(j,k) = points − 1;
if (Particles.RightCount(j,k) == 0)
Particles.RightDistance(j,points,1) = LookDist;
end
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end
if measureType == 7
Particles.RightDistanceVariance(j,k) = ...
var(Particles.RightDistance(j,...
1:Particles.RightCount(j,k), k));
end
end
end
% Find the mean values for the points on either side of the
% particle
if measureType == 3
Particles.LeftMean(:,k) = mean(Particles.LeftMap, 1);
Particles.RightMean(:,k) = mean(Particles.RightMap, 1);
end
if measureType == 4
Particles.LeftMoment(:,k) = ...
sum(Particles.LeftDistance(:,:,k),...
2) ./...
max(Particles.LeftCount(:,k), ones(Particles.Count,1));
Particles.RightMoment(:,k) = ...
sum(Particles.RightDistance(:,:,k),...
2) ./ ...
max(Particles.RightCount(:,k), ones(Particles.Count,1));
end
if measureType == 5
Particles.LeftMomentSq(:,k) = ...
sum(Particles.LeftDistance(:,:,k)...
.^2, 2) ./...
max(Particles.LeftCount(:,k), ones(Particles.Count,1));
Particles.RightMomentSq(:,k) = ...
sum(Particles.RightDistance(:,:,k)...
.^2, 2) ./ ...
max(Particles.RightCount(:,k), ones(Particles.Count,1));
end
% Calculate the errors in each measurement.
switch measureType
case 1
ErrorL = Particles.LeftCount(:,k)−LeftDistanceCount(k);
ErrorR = Particles.RightCount(:,k)−RightDistanceCount(k);
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Ra = 0.01;
metricString = '# of highlights on each side';
case 2
ErrorL = (Particles.LeftDistance(:,1,k) −...
LeftDistance(1,k));
ErrorR = (Particles.RightDistance(:,1,k) −...
RightDistance(1,k));
Ra = 100;
metricString='Distance to nearest highlight on each side';
case 3
ErrorL = (Particles.LeftMean(:,k) − LeftMean(k));
ErrorR = (Particles.RightMean(:,k) − RightMean(k));
Ra = .0005;
metricString = 'Average value of scans on either side';
case 4
ErrorL = (Particles.LeftMoment(:,k) − ...
LeftDistanceMoment(k));
ErrorR = (Particles.RightMoment(:,k) − ...
RightDistanceMoment(k));
Ra = 100;
metricString = 'Moment of distances on either side';
case 5
ErrorL = (Particles.LeftMomentSq(:,k)−LeftMomentSq(k));
ErrorR = (Particles.RightMomentSq(:,k)−RightMomentSq(k));
Ra = 3000;
metricString = 'Square of moment on either side';
case 6
for j=1:Particles.Count
ErrorL(j,1) = max([xcorr(Particles.LeftMap(:,j),...
LeftMap(:,k), corrDist, 'coef').*...
corrWindow; 1e−6]);
ErrorR(j,1) = max([xcorr(Particles.RightMap(:,j),...
RightMap(:,k), corrDist, 'coef').*...
corrWindow; 1e−6]);
end
Ra = .01;
metricString = 'Cross−correlation';
case 7
ErrorL = Particles.LeftDistanceVariance(:,k) −...
LeftDistanceVariance(k);
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ErrorR = Particles.RightDistanceVariance(:,k) −...
RightDistanceVariance(k);
Ra = 0.001;
metricString = 'Feature Distance Variance';
otherwise
end
ErrorL = abs(ErrorL);
ErrorR = abs(ErrorR);
% Weight the errors exponentially, normalize
Particles.RawWeight(:,k) = (exp(−0.5/Ra*(ErrorL).^2) .*...
exp(−0.5/Ra*(ErrorR).^2));
Particles.RawWeight(:,k) = max(Particles.RawWeight(:,k),...
ones(Particles.Count,1)*1e−9);
Particles.Weight(:,k) = Particles.RawWeight(:,k)./...
sum(Particles.RawWeight(:,k));
% RESAMPLING MODEL
% Resample the weights, get rid of low weights.
if mod(k,resampInterval) == 0
C = cumsum(Particles.Weight(:,k));
temp(1) = rand(1)/Particles.Count;
i = 1;
for j = 1:Particles.Count
while(temp(j) > C(i))
i=i+1;
end
Particles.X(j,k) = Particles.NewX(i,k);
Particles.Y(j,k) = Particles.NewY(i,k);
temp(j+1) = temp(j) + 1/Particles.Count;
end
else
Particles.X(:, k) = Particles.NewX(:,k);
Particles.Y(:, k) = Particles.NewY(:,k);
end
% Calculate the new mean of the particles
Particles.XMean(k) = mean(Particles.X(:,k));
Particles.YMean(k) = mean(Particles.Y(:,k));
Particles.XVar(k) = var(Particles.X(:,k));
Particles.YVar(k) = var(Particles.Y(:,k));
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% PLOTTING THE RESULTS
% Re plot all of the particles as well as our estimates
set(hPart, 'xdata', Particles.X(:,k))
set(hPart, 'ydata', Particles.Y(:,k));
set(hMean, 'xdata', Particles.XMean(:,k))
set(hMean, 'ydata', Particles.YMean(:,k));
set(hReal, 'xdata', X(k))
set(hReal, 'ydata', Y(k));
set(hWeight, 'xdata', Particles.X(:,k)/MapScale);
set(hWeight, 'ydata', Particles.Weight(:,k));
set(hWReal, 'xdata', X(k)/MapScale);
set(hWReal, 'ydata', max(Particles.Weight(:,k)))
title(gca(hMap), sprintf('Step %d', k));
title(gca(hWt), sprintf('Step %d', k));
% Wait for matlab to render the plot
drawnow;
if (mod(k,50)==0)
ExportWordPNG(hMap, fullfile(imageDir, ...
sprintf('Simple_Method%d_Step%d_%dD_%s_%g_%g_%g',...
measureType,k,useY+1,trajString,...
sigma_d, sigma_p, R1)));
end
f = getframe(hMap);
writeVideo(writer, f);
end
close(writer);
%% Plot Results
hRes = figure(3);
nax = useY+1;
subplot(nax,1,1);
plot(1:length(X), abs(X − Particles.XMean)/MapScale,...
'DisplayName', 'Position Error');
hold on;
plot(1:length(X), Particles.XVar/MapScale/MapScale,...
'r−−', 'DisplayName', 'Variance');
hold off;
legend show
ylabel('X (m)');
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title(sprintf('Particle Filter Position Error. Metric = %s', ...
metricString));
ylim([0 10]);
grid on;
if(useY)
subplot(nax,1,2);
plot(1:length(Y), abs(Y − Particles.YMean)/MapScale,...
'DisplayName', 'Position Error');
hold on;
plot(1:length(Y), Particles.YVar/MapScale/MapScale,...
'r−−', 'DisplayName', 'Variance');
hold off;
ylabel('Y (m)');
ylim([0 5]);
grid on;
end
xlabel('Step Number');
ExportWordPNG(hRes, fullfile(imageDir, ...
sprintf('Simple_Method%d_Result_%dD_%s_%g_%g_%g',...
measureType, useY+1,trajString,...
sigma_d, sigma_p, R1)));
figure(4);
err = 0:0.01:5;
sigma_r = 0.5;
plot(err, exp(−err.^2 / 2 / sigma_r^2));
xlabel('Error distance')
ylabel('Weight')
title('Particle weighting function, Standard Deviation = 0.5');
ExportWordPNG(figure(4), fullfile(imageDir,...
'simple_error_model'));
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Appendix B|
Particle Filter Code
B.1 LIDAR Scan Class

classdef LaserLog
% LASERLOG Measurements from a LIDAR sensor
%
The LASERLOG class is a storage class for LIDAR measurements taken from
%
a scanning laser rangefinder. It handles reading post−processed Player
%
logs.
% Rich Mattes
% Jan 2014
properties
time
% Player measurement timestamp (sec) (1xN)
seq
% Message sequence number
range
% Array of range measurements (m)
(181xN)
intensity % Array of intensity measurements ([0, 255]) (181xN)
angle
% Angle of LIDAR scan (rad) (181x1)
useScanTime = true;
end
methods
function obj = LaserLog()
end
function obj = load(obj, filepath)
logfilename = fullfile(filepath, 'laser.log');
roslogfilename = fullfile(filepath, 'laser_ros.log');
if exist(logfilename, 'file')
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load (fullfile(filepath, 'laser.log'));
obj.seq = laser(:, 7);
laser(:,2:12)=[]; % get rid of un−needed fields
% Grab time, interleaved range and intensity points,
% generate laser angles
obj.time = laser(:,1);
if obj.useScanTime
obj.time = (obj.seq − obj.seq(1))/37.5 + ...
obj.time(1);
end
obj.range = laser(:,[2:2:end]);
obj.intensity = laser(:,[3:2:end]);
obj.angle = (−(pi/2):(pi/180):(pi/2));
elseif exist(roslogfilename, 'file')
laser = importdata(roslogfilename);
hdr = laser.colheaders;
laser = laser.data;
rangeidx = strncmp('field.ranges', hdr, 12);
intensidx = strncmp('field.intensities', hdr, 17);
obj.time = laser(:,1)/1e9;
obj.range = laser(:, rangeidx);
obj.intensity = laser(:, intensidx);
obj.angle = laser(1,4):laser(1,6):laser(1,5);
obj.angle = obj.angle(1:end−1);
obj.angle = obj.angle − pi/2;
if obj.useScanTime
newTimebase = [0:length(obj.time)−1]'/25;
obj.time = newTimebase + obj.time(1);
end
end
end
end
end

B.2 GPS Data Class
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classdef GPSLog
% GPSLOG Measurements from a GPS sensor
%
The GPSLOG class is a storage class for GPS measurements taken from a
%
GPS/INS solution. It handles reading post−processed Player logs.
% Rich Mattes
% Jan 2014
properties
% Logged Properties
time;
% Player Measurement timestamp (sec)
gpstime;
% GPS Timestamp (sec)
latitude;
% GPS Latitude (deg)
longitude;
% GPS Longitude (deg)
altitude;
% GPS Altitude (m)
roll;
% Roll angle (radians)
pitch;
% Pitch angle (radians)
yaw;
% Yaw Angle (radians)
nVel;
% "Northing" velocity in ENU frame (m/s)
eVel;
% "Easting" velocity in ENU frame (m/s)
uVel;
% "Up" velocity in ENU frame (m/s)
% Post−processed properties
xySpeed;
% Planar speed along path draveled (m/s)
displacement; % Displacement along path of travel (m)
position;
% UTM (x,y,z) position
origin;
% Origin of UTM (x,y,z) position.
useGPSTime = true;
end
methods
function obj = GPSLog
end
function obj = load(obj, filepath)
logfilename = fullfile(filepath, 'ins.log');
roslogfilename = fullfile(filepath, 'ins_ros.log');
if exist(logfilename, 'file')
load(fullfile(filepath, 'ins.log'));
ins(:,[2 3 5 6])=[]; % get rid of un−needed fields
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% There's two position2d records in the log, separate them.
pos2d0 = find(ins(:,2)==0);
pos2d1 = find(ins(:,2)==1);
% Grab the INSPVAS data
t0 = ins(pos2d0,1);
t1 = ins(pos2d1,1);
[t, ia, ib] = intersect(t0, t1);
obj.time = t; % Player timestamp, not GPS time
obj.gpstime = ins(pos2d0(ia), 4);
% Real GPS time
rolloverTime = find(diff(obj.gpstime) < 0);
if ~isempty(rolloverTime)
obj.gpstime(rolloverTime+1:end) = ...
obj.gpstime(rolloverTime+1:end) + ...
(3600 * 24*7)−1;
end
obj.latitude = ins(pos2d1(ib),3);
% Degrees
obj.longitude = ins(pos2d1(ib),4); % Degrees
obj.altitude = ins(pos2d1(ib),5);
% Meters
obj.roll = ins(pos2d1(ib),6);
% Radians
obj.pitch = ins(pos2d1(ib),7);
% Radians
obj.yaw = ins(pos2d1(ib),8);
% Radians
obj.nVel = ins(pos2d0(ia),6);
% Meters/Second
obj.eVel = ins(pos2d0(ia),7);
% Meters/Second
obj.uVel = ins(pos2d0(ia),8);
% Meters/Second
if (obj.useGPSTime)
obj.time = obj.gpstime − obj.gpstime(1) + obj.time(1);
end
elseif exist(roslogfilename, 'file')
ins = importdata(roslogfilename);
ins=ins.data;
obj.time = ins(:,1)/1e9;
% ROS timestamp, not GPS time
obj.gpstime = ins(:,5);
obj.latitude = ins(:,6);
% Degrees
obj.longitude = ins(:,7); % Degrees
obj.altitude = ins(:,8);
% Meters
obj.roll = ins(:,12);
% Radians
obj.pitch = ins(:,13);
% Radians
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obj.yaw = ins(:,14);
obj.nVel = ins(:,9);
obj.eVel = ins(:,10);
obj.uVel = ins(:,11);

%
%
%
%

Radians
Meters/Second
Meters/Second
Meters/Second

if (obj.useGPSTime)
obj.time = obj.gpstime − obj.gpstime(1) + obj.time(1);
end
end
% Calculate the UTM (x,y,z) position of the sensor
obj = obj.calculateUTMPosition;
% Process the displacement along the path of travel
obj = obj.calculateStationDisplacement;
end
function obj = calculateStationDisplacement(obj)
obj.xySpeed = sqrt(obj.eVel.^2+ obj.nVel.^2);
obj.displacement = [0; ...
cumsum(sqrt(sum(diff(obj.position(:,1:2)).^2, 2)))];
end
function obj = calculateUTMPosition(obj, origin)
if ~exist('origin', 'var')
obj.origin = [0 0 0];
else
obj.origin = origin;
end
[px,py] = GPS2UTM(obj.latitude, obj.longitude);
obj.position = [px py obj.altitude];
for i=1:3
obj.position(:,i) = obj.position(:,i) − ...
obj.origin(i);
end
end
end
end

B.3 Road Scan Class
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classdef RoadScan < handle
% ROADSCAN Representation of a Road Scan using a GPS and a LIDAR.
%
The ROADSCAN object contains the LIDAR and GPS measurements from a scan
%
of a road surface using a downward facing LIDAR on a vehicle equipped
%
with a GPS. This class handles reading the text Player logs from each
%
sensor, and geo−referencing the scans into (x,y,z,intensity) point
%
clouds in both the local LIDAR frame (vehicle−centric) and a global ENU
%
frame derived from GPS latitude/longitude/altitude.
% Rich Mattes
% Jan 2014
properties
% == Contents of the LIDAR and GPS log files ==
LIDAR % LIDAR log file contents
GPS
% GPS log file contents
% == Position and Attitude at each scan point ==
ScanPosition
ScanAttitude
ScanStation
ScanSpeed

%
%
%
%

(X,Y,Z) position of vehicle at each LIDAR scan time
(r,p,y) attitude of vehicle at each LIDAR scan time
Distance traveled along path at each LIDAR scan time
Longitudinal velocity at time of scan (m/s)

% == Point clouds in LIDAR frame and Global Frame ==
% Local Frame:
% Coordinates are in a Nx4 array, where the columns are:
% − X: Distance Travelled from start of dataset (station)
% − Y: Lateral position from scan
% − Z: Vertical position from scan, offset by LIDAR height (0 at
%
nominal road surface height)
% − I: LIDAR intensity reading for that point on scale of [0 255]
Points_LocalFrame
% Local frame:
% Coordinates in same format as the Points_LocalFrame property.
% The Z and I coordinates of the points are interpolated to a
% common set of Y values.
Points_LocalFrame_Interp
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% Global Frame:
% Coordinates are in an Nx4 array, whre
% − X, Y, Z: Scan point coordinates in UTM ENU coordinate system.
% − I: LIDAR intensity reading for that point on scale of [0 255]
Points_GlobalFrame
end
properties (SetAccess = private)
OrigGPS % GPS Log without any post−processing applied.
Origin;
FilterCoeff = 0.2/50;
end
methods
% ROADSCAN Constructor for the Road Scan object.
%
Initializes a Road Scan object. Loads the GPS and LIDAR
%
measurements from the folder given in the "filepath" argument.
%
Also computes the LIDAR point clouds in the local frame and the
%
global frame.
function obj = RoadScan(filepath)
obj.LIDAR = LaserLog;
obj.GPS = GPSLog;
[obj.Origin(1), obj.Origin(2)] = ...
GPS2UTM(+40.81177035, −77.92529823);
if exist('filepath', 'var')
obj.load(filepath);
end
end
% LOAD Load and post−process scan log files
%
LOAD handles reading the log files from disk and populating
%
this classe's properties. It includes data loading,
%
post−processing (filtering and interpolation) and generation of
%
the point cloud coordinates in vehicle and ENU frames.
%
Inputs:
%
− filepath: File path containing "laser.log" and "ins.log"
%
stripped Player log files.
function load(obj, filepath, varargin)
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ip = inputParser;
ip.CaseSensitive = false;
ip.addOptional('interpBase', −5:0.01:5, @(x)(isnumeric(x)));
ip.addOptional('correctTiming', false);
ip.parse(varargin{:});
obj.LIDAR.useScanTime = ip.Results.correctTiming;
obj.GPS.useGPSTime = ip.Results.correctTiming;
% Read the log files from disk
obj.LIDAR = obj.LIDAR.load(filepath);
obj.GPS = obj.GPS.load(filepath);
% Save copy of unmodified GPS class to evaluate position
% filtering performance
obj.OrigGPS = obj.GPS;
% Post−process measurements
obj.filterGPSPositions(obj.FilterCoeff);
obj.generateScanPosition;
% Calculate point cloud coordinates.
obj.createLocalPointCloud;
obj.createGlobalPointCloud;
obj.interpolateLocalPointCloud(ip.Results.interpBase);
end
% LOCALCLOUDTOPCD Save the "Points_LocalFrame" to a PCD file.
%
LOCALCLOUDTOPCD saves the fields of the Points_LocalFrame
%
member variable to a binary .pcd file. The Point Cloud is
%
encoded in PCL's PointXYZRGB format.
function localCloudToPCD(obj, pcdFile)
% Convert the intensity value into an RGB888 encoded in a
% uint32
tmp = uint32(obj.Points_LocalFrame(:,4));
uintens = uint32(obj.Points_LocalFrame(:,4)*0);
uintens = bitor(bitshift(tmp, 16), uintens);
uintens = bitor(bitshift(tmp, 8), uintens);
uintens = bitor(tmp, uintens);
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pcdwrite(pcdFile, ...
obj.ScanStation(obj.Points_LocalFrame(:,1)),...
obj.Points_LocalFrame(:,2),...
obj.Points_LocalFrame(:,3),...
uintens);
end
% GLOBALCLOUDTOPCD Save "Points_GlobalFrame" to a PCD file.
%
GLOBALCLOUDTOPCD saves the fields of the Points_GlobalFrame
%
member variable to a binary .pcd file. The Point Cloud is
%
encoded in PCL's PointXYZRGB format.
function globalCloudToPCD(obj, pcdFile)
% Convert the intensity value into an RGB888 encoded in a
% uint32
tmp = uint32(obj.Points_GlobalFrame(:,4));
uintens = uint32(obj.Points_GlobalFrame(:,4)*0);
uintens = bitor(bitshift(tmp, 16), uintens);
uintens = bitor(bitshift(tmp, 8), uintens);
uintens = bitor(tmp, uintens);
pcdwrite(pcdFile, ...
obj.obj.Points_GlobalFrame(:,1),...
obj.Points_GlobalFrame(:,2),...
obj.Points_GlobalFrame(:,3),...
uintens);
end
end
methods (Access = private)
% FILTERGPSPOSITIONS Low−pass filter GPS track
%
FILTERGPSPOSITIONS runs a low−pass filter over the position
%
coordinates and attitude angles recorded in the GPS property
%
of this class. The filtering is done in−place, and should only
%
be done once during the log loading process.
function filterGPSPositions(obj, coeff)
[b, a] = butter(2, coeff);
obj.GPS.position(:,1) = filtfilt(b, a, obj.GPS.position(:,1));
obj.GPS.position(:,2) = filtfilt(b, a, obj.GPS.position(:,2));
obj.GPS.position(:,3) = filtfilt(b, a, obj.GPS.position(:,3));
obj.GPS.roll = filtfilt(b, a, obj.GPS.roll);
obj.GPS.pitch = filtfilt(b, a, obj.GPS.pitch);
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obj.GPS.yaw = filtfilt(b, a, obj.GPS.yaw);
end
% GENERATESCANPOSITION Interpolate GPS position to LIDAR timestamps
%
GENERATESCANPOSITION is used to populate the ScanPosition,
%
ScanAttitude, and ScanStation properties of this class. They
%
are populated by interpolating the GPS position and attitude
%
measurements to the timestamps at each LIDAR scan. The
%
interpolation is linear, and extrapolation is enabled.
function generateScanPosition(obj)
obj.ScanPosition(:,1) = interp1(obj.GPS.time,...
obj.GPS.position(:,1), obj.LIDAR.time, 'linear', 'extrap');
obj.ScanPosition(:,2) = interp1(obj.GPS.time,...
obj.GPS.position(:,2), obj.LIDAR.time, 'linear', 'extrap');
obj.ScanPosition(:,3) = interp1(obj.GPS.time,...
obj.GPS.position(:,3), obj.LIDAR.time, 'linear', 'extrap');
obj.ScanAttitude(:,1) = interp1(obj.GPS.time,...
obj.GPS.roll, obj.LIDAR.time,'linear','extrap');
obj.ScanAttitude(:,2) = interp1(obj.GPS.time,...
obj.GPS.pitch, obj.LIDAR.time,'linear','extrap');
bearing = interp1(obj.GPS.time, obj.GPS.yaw,...
obj.LIDAR.time,'linear','extrap');
obj.ScanAttitude(:,3) = (2 * pi − bearing) + pi/2;
obj.ScanStation = interp1(obj.GPS.time,...
obj.GPS.displacement, obj.LIDAR.time, 'linear', 'extrap');
obj.ScanSpeed = interp1(obj.GPS.time,...
obj.GPS.xySpeed, obj.LIDAR.time, 'linear', 'extrap');
end
% CREATELOCALPOINTCLOUD Generate a point cloud in a local frame
%
CREATELOCALPOINTCLOUD calculates the cartesian position of each
%
scan point in a frame local to the lateral displacement of a
%
vehicle. See the documentation of the Points_LocalFrame
%
property for more details.
function createLocalPointCloud(obj)
% Iterate through every scan, calculate positions and
[x, y] = size(obj.LIDAR.range);
obj.Points_LocalFrame = zeros(x*y, 4);
for i=1:x
pos = [0 * obj.LIDAR.angle + i;
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obj.LIDAR.range(i,:) .* sin(−obj.LIDAR.angle);
obj.LIDAR.range(i,:) .* cos(−obj.LIDAR.angle);];
% backward offset of laser to INS solution
pos(3,:) = 1.5 − pos(3,:);
startIdx = y * (i−1)+1;
endIdx = y * (i);
obj.Points_LocalFrame(startIdx:endIdx,:) = ...
[pos' obj.LIDAR.intensity(i,:)'];
end
% Filter out points that came from a range greater than 8m
% (indicates that the LIDAR beam may have never returned)
ranges = reshape(obj.LIDAR.range', x*y, 1);
obj.Points_LocalFrame(ranges > 8 | ranges < 0.01, :) = [];
end
% CREATEGLOBALPOINTCLOUD Generate a point cloud in the global frame
%
CREATEGLOBALPOINTCLOUD calculates the cartesian position of
%
each LIDAR scan point in a global ENU frame. It handles
%
translating and rotating the LIDAR scan points from the LIDAR
%
to the vehicle frame, and then rotating and translating into
%
the global ENU frame. See the documentation of the
%
Points_GlobalFrame property for more details.
function createGlobalPointCloud(obj)
[x, y] = size(obj.LIDAR.range);
obj.Points_GlobalFrame = zeros(x*y,4);
for i=1:x
pos = [obj.LIDAR.range(i,:) .* cos(obj.LIDAR.angle);
obj.LIDAR.range(i,:) .* sin(obj.LIDAR.angle);
0 * obj.LIDAR.angle];
I = PitchRotation(pi/2);
pos = I*pos;
I = YawRotation(pi);
pos = I * pos;
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% height of laser off of ground
pos(3,:) = pos(3,:) + 1.37;
% backward offset of laser to INS solution
pos(1,:) = pos(1,:) − 1.5;
I = YawRotation(obj.ScanAttitude(i,3)*pi/180 + pi/2) *...
PitchRotation(obj.ScanAttitude(i,2)*pi/180) *...
RollRotation(obj.ScanAttitude(i,1)*pi/180);
pos = I * pos;
pos(1,:) = pos(1,:) + obj.ScanPosition(i,1);
pos(2,:) = pos(2,:) + obj.ScanPosition(i,2);
pos(3,:) = pos(3,:) + obj.ScanPosition(i,3);
startIdx = y * (i−1)+1;
endIdx = y * (i);
obj.Points_GlobalFrame(startIdx:endIdx, :) =...
[pos', obj.LIDAR.intensity(i,:)'];
end
% Filter out points that came from a range greater than 8m
% (indicates that the LIDAR beam may have never returned)
ranges = reshape(obj.LIDAR.range', x*y, 1);
obj.Points_GlobalFrame(ranges > 8 | ranges < 0.01,:) = [];
end
% INTERPOLATELOCALPOINTCLOUD Interpolate scans to new Y positions
%
INTERPOLATELOCALPOINTCLOUD interpolates scanline Z and I
%
posititions in Points_LocalFrame to the Y positions given in
%
the interpBase argument. Results are stored in
%
Points_LocalFrame_Interp
function interpolateLocalPointCloud(obj, interpBase)
scans = max(obj.Points_LocalFrame(:,1));
interpLen = length(interpBase);
obj.Points_LocalFrame_Interp = zeros(interpLen * scans, 4);
for i=1:scans
origIdx = obj.Points_LocalFrame(:,1) == i;
origIdx(origIdx == 1) = origIdx(origIdx == 1);
interpStartIdx = (i−1)*interpLen + 1;
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interpEndIdx = i * interpLen;
idx = interpStartIdx:interpEndIdx;
obj.Points_LocalFrame_Interp(idx,1) = i;
obj.Points_LocalFrame_Interp(idx,2) = interpBase;
obj.Points_LocalFrame_Interp(idx,3) = ...
interp1(obj.Points_LocalFrame(origIdx, 2),...
obj.Points_LocalFrame(origIdx, 3),...
interpBase, 'linear', 'extrap');
obj.Points_LocalFrame_Interp(idx,4) = ...
interp1(obj.Points_LocalFrame(origIdx, 2),...
obj.Points_LocalFrame(origIdx, 4),...
interpBase, 'linear', 'extrap');
end
end
end
end

B.4 Road Particle Filter Class

classdef RoadPF < handle
% ROADPF Particle Filter for Longitudinal road localization.
properties
MapScan
% RoadScan used as the map for particle positions
MeasureScan
% RoadScan used as the measurement
Particles
% Structure with particle positions & weights
CorrelationBase % Y offsets to interpolate LIDAR scans to
DatasetOffset
% Offset between the station positions of scans (m)
ErrorStd
SpeedStd

% Standard Deviation to apply to particle weight
% Standard Deviation to apply to propagation update

end
properties (SetAccess = private)
ParticleCount
% Number of particles to use
end
methods
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% ROADPF Create a RoadPF object
%
ROADPF initializes the RoadPF object. The ROADPF
%
class accepts the following configuration options:
%
%
'ParticleCount': How many particles to use in the
%
particle filter
%
%
'refPath': The path to the reference (map) road logs
%
%
'measPath': The path to the measurement road logs
%
%
'interpBase': Vector of y positions to interpolate each
%
LIDAR scan−line to. Relative to the center of the
%
scan (y=0)
%
%
'forceReload': Force the class to create a new RS.mat
%
cache file, if one already exists in the given log
%
directory.
function obj = RoadPF(varargin)
ip = inputParser;
ip.CaseSensitive = false;
ip.addOptional('particleCount', 100, ...
@(x)(isnumeric(x)&&x>0));
ip.addOptional('refPath', [], ...
@(x)(ischar(x)&&exist(x,'dir')));
ip.addOptional('measPath', [], ...
@(x)(ischar(x)&&exist(x,'dir')));
ip.addOptional('interpBase', −5:.01:5, ...
@(x)(isnumeric(x)));
ip.addOptional('correctTiming', false,...
@(x)(islogical(x) || isnumeric(x)));
ip.addOptional('forceReload', false, ...
@(x)(islogical(x) || isnumeric(x)));
ip.parse(varargin{:});
% Set the correlation interpolation vector
obj.CorrelationBase = ip.Results.interpBase;
sameDataset = strcmp(ip.Results.refPath, ...
ip.Results.measPath);
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if exist(fullfile(ip.Results.refPath, 'RS_time.mat'), ...
'file') && ~ip.Results.forceReload
matFile = load(fullfile(ip.Results.refPath, ...
'RS.mat'));
obj.MapScan = matFile.RS;
clear matFile
else
fprintf('RoadPF: Loading Map Scan\n');
obj.MapScan = RoadScan();
obj.MapScan.load(ip.Results.refPath, 'interpBase',...
obj.CorrelationBase,...
'correctTiming', ip.Results.correctTiming);
RS = obj.MapScan;
save(fullfile(ip.Results.refPath, 'RS.mat'), 'RS');
clear RS;
end
if exist(fullfile(ip.Results.measPath, ...
'RS_time.mat'), 'file') ...
&& (~ip.Results.forceReload || sameDataset)
matFile = load(fullfile(ip.Results.measPath, ...
'RS.mat'));
obj.MeasureScan = matFile.RS;
clear matFile
else
fprintf('RoadPF: Loading Measure Scan\n');
obj.MeasureScan = RoadScan();
obj.MeasureScan.load(ip.Results.measPath, ...
'interpBase',...
obj.CorrelationBase,...
'correctTiming', ip.Results.correctTiming);
RS = obj.MeasureScan;
save(fullfile(ip.Results.measPath, 'RS.mat'), 'RS');
end
obj.Particles = struct('position', ...
zeros(1,ip.Results.particleCount),...
'speed', zeros(1,ip.Results.particleCount),...
'rawWeight', zeros(1, ip.Results.particleCount),...
'weight', zeros(1,ip.Results.particleCount));
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% Set scaling factors
obj.ErrorStd = .01;
obj.SpeedStd = 10;
obj.ParticleCount = ip.Results.particleCount;
% Initialize particle positions
obj.Reset(ip.Results.particleCount);
% Find the offset factor
obj.DatasetOffset = obj.AlignDataSets(obj.MeasureScan,...
obj.MapScan, 200);
% Correct the Measurement Scan
obj.MeasureScan.ScanStation = ...
obj.MeasureScan.ScanStation...
+ obj.DatasetOffset;
end
% RESET Clear and reset the state of the ROADPF class
%
RESET clears and reinitializes all of the particle
%
properties (weight, position, etc.)
function Reset(obj, particleCount)
% Re−seed RNG
seed = 403832;
rng(seed,'twister');
% (Re)−initialize all particle positions and properties
obj.ParticleCount = particleCount;
obj.Particles.stationPosition = ...
rand(1, obj.ParticleCount) * ...
max(obj.MapScan.ScanStation);
obj.Particles.weight = ...
obj.Particles.stationPosition * 0;
obj.Particles.rawWeight = ...
obj.Particles.stationPosition * 0;
obj.Particles.speed = ...
obj.Particles.stationPosition * 0;
obj.Particles.scanIndex = ...
0* obj.Particles.stationPosition + 1;
end
% RUN Run the Particle Filter
%
RUN loops through each meausement in the measurement scan,
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%
and updates the particle filter with that measurement.
function Run(obj)
for i=1:length(obj.MeasureScan.ScanStation)
speed = obj.MeasureScan.ScanSpeed(i);
scanIdx = ...
obj.MeasureScan.Points_LocalFrame_Interp(:,1)...
== i;
measurementI = ...
obj.MeasureScan.Points_LocalFrame_Interp(scanIdx,4);
obj.Update(0.01, speed, measurementI, true);
end
end
% UPDATE Cycle the Particle Filter
%
UPDATE runs the particle filter through one iteration. It
%
propagates the particles over dt seconds using the given
%
average particle speed. The measurementI is then compared to
%
the measurements of each particle, and the weights are updated
%
accordingly. If doResample is true, the particle positions are
%
then resampled based on weight using the LOWVARIANCESAMPLE
%
function.
function Update(obj, dt, speed, measurementI, doResample)
obj.Particles.speed = randn(1, obj.ParticleCount)...
* obj.SpeedStd + speed;
obj.PropagateParticles(dt);
obj.CalculateWeights(measurementI);
if (doResample)
obj.LowVarianceSample;
end
end
% RANDOMRESAMPLE Resample particle positions uniformly
%
RANDOMRESAMPLE resamples the particle positions uniformly
%
across the entire map.
function RandomResample(obj)
obj.Particles.stationPosition = ...
rand(1, obj.ParticleCount) * ...
max(obj.MapScan.ScanStation);
end
% BOUNDEDRANDOMRESAMPLE Resample particle positions within bounds
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%
BOUNDEDRANDOMRESAMPLE resamples the particle positions
%
uniformly about a mean value given with MEANVALUE. The
%
DISTWIDTH gives the width of the overall uniform distribution.
%
The result is particle positions redistributed uniformly
%
between [meanValue − (distWidth/2), meanValue + (distWidth/2)]
function BoundedRandomResample(obj, meanValue, distWidth)
obj.Particles.stationPosition = ...
(rand(1, obj.ParticleCount) − 0.5)...
* distWidth + meanValue;
obj.Particles.weight = obj.Particles.weight * 0;
obj.Particles.rawWeight = obj.Particles.rawWeight * 0;
end
% NORMALRESAMPLE Resample particle positions on normal distribution
%
NORMALRESAMPLE resamples the particle positions as a normal
%
distribution, about the given meanValue with the given standard
%
deviation value.
function NormalResample(obj, meanValue, stdValue)
obj.Particles.stationPosition = ...
randn(1, obj.ParticleCount) * ...
stdValue + meanValue;
obj.Particles.stationPosition(obj.Particles.stationPosition<...
min(obj.MapScan.ScanStation)) = ...
min(obj.MapScan.ScanStation);
obj.Particles.stationPosition(obj.Particles.stationPosition>...
max(obj.MapScan.ScanStation)) = ...
max(obj.MapScan.ScanStation);
obj.Particles.weight = obj.Particles.weight*0;
obj.Particles.rawWeight = obj.Particles.rawWeight * 0;
end
% LOWVARIANCESAMPLE
%
LOWVARIANCESAMPLE samples particles by weight and accumulates
%
re−assigns low weight particles to positions of particles with
%
higher weight. From "Probabilistic Robotics" by Thrun.
function LowVarianceSample(obj)
M = length(obj.Particles.stationPosition);
iM=1/M;
r=rand(1)*iM;
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NewPosition = obj.Particles.stationPosition * 0;
c=obj.Particles.weight(1);
i=1;
for m=1:M
u=r+(m−1)*iM;
while u>c
i=i+1;
c=c+obj.Particles.weight(i);
end
NewPosition(m)= obj.Particles.stationPosition(i);
end
obj.Particles.stationPosition = NewPosition;
end
% CALCULATEWEIGHTS Calculate particle weights
%
CALCULATEWEIGHTS compares each particle's intensity to the
%
measured intensity passed into the function. The difference is
%
taken between the particle's intensity and the measured
%
intensity via the peak of a sliding signal correlation between
%
the measured intensity and the particle's intensity. The
%
weight is then scaled exponentially to a range of [0 1], with 1
%
being a perfect match and 0 being no correlation.
function CalculateWeights(obj, measuredIntensity)
scanLength = length(obj.CorrelationBase);
error = obj.Particles.weight;
for i=1:length(obj.Particles.weight)
scanNumber = obj.Particles.scanIndex(i);
scanStartIdx = (scanNumber−1)*scanLength + 1;
scanEndIdx = scanNumber * scanLength;
scanIdx = scanStartIdx:scanEndIdx;
scanIntensity =...
obj.MapScan.Points_LocalFrame_Interp(scanIdx,4);
corr = xcorr(scanIntensity, measuredIntensity, ...
20, 'coeff');
peak = max(corr);
error(i) = 1−peak;
end
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obj.Particles.rawWeight = max(...
exp(−0.5 / obj.ErrorStd^2 * (error).^2), 1e−9);
obj.Particles.weight = obj.Particles.rawWeight ./...
sum (obj.Particles.rawWeight);
end
% PROPAGATEPARTICLES Propagate particle positions
%
PROPAGATEPARTICLES propagates each particle's longitudinal
%
position given that particle's speed and the given time
%
interval. If any particles fall off of the map, they are
%
assigned a random position.
function PropagateParticles(obj, dt)
% Propagate particle positions by speed
obj.Particles.stationPosition = ...
obj.Particles.stationPosition +...
(obj.Particles.speed*dt);
% Snap particles to nearest map scan station
if 1
obj.Particles.scanIndex = ...
knnsearch(obj.MapScan.ScanStation,...
obj.Particles.stationPosition(:),...
'K', 1)';
else
nn = knnsearch(obj.MapScan.ScanStation,...
obj.Particles.stationPosition(:),...
'K', 2);
idx = max(nn, [], 2);
obj.Particles.scanIndex = idx';
end
end
end
methods(Static)
% ALIGNDATASETS Find station offset between two datasets
%
ALIGNDATASETS finds the difference, in meters, in the scan
%
stations of two different datasets. It can be used to compare
%
two datasets with differing scan stations.
%
%
ALIGNDATASETS uses the mean square error of the x,y,and z
%
components of each scan. It compares the dataset position
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%
tracks to each other over the given look distance of the scan
%
stations, and finds the offset with the minimum error in each
%
coordinate. Then it computes the dynamic range of each track
%
(max − min) and uses that to weight which track's minimum error
%
is the least. It uses the dimension with the least error and
%
returns the station offset at which the minimum mean squared
%
error between the position tracks was found.
function offset = AlignDataSets(dataset1,dataset2,lookDistance)
minOffset = zeros(1,3);
minMSE = ones(1,3) * 10000;
dynamicRange = zeros(1,3);
idx1 = [true; diff(dataset1.ScanStation)>0];
idx2 = [true; diff(dataset2.ScanStation)>0];
x1 = dataset1.ScanStation(idx1);
x2 = dataset2.ScanStation(idx2);
for coord = 1:3
y1 = dataset1.ScanPosition(idx1,coord);
y2 = dataset2.ScanPosition(idx2,coord);
dynamicRange(coord) = max([y1; y2]) − min([y1; y2]);
for offset = −lookDistance:0.1:lookDistance
xNew = x1 + offset;
y2Interp = interp1(x2, y2, xNew, 'linear', 0);
idx = y2Interp == 0;
y2Interp(idx) = [];
y1Interp = y1(~idx);
mse = 1/(sum(~idx)) * ...
sum((y2Interp−y1Interp).^2);
if (mse < minMSE(coord))
minOffset(coord) = offset;
minMSE(coord) = mse;
end
end
end
[~,idx] = min(minMSE./dynamicRange);
offset = minOffset(idx);
end
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function offset = AlignAttitudeDataSets(dataset1,dataset2,lookDistance)
minOffset = zeros(1,3);
minMSE = ones(1,3) * 10000;
dynamicRange = zeros(1,3);
idx1 = [true; diff(dataset1.ScanStation)>0];
idx2 = [true; diff(dataset2.ScanStation)>0];
x1 = dataset1.ScanStation(idx1);
x2 = dataset2.ScanStation(idx2);
for coord = 1:3
y1 = dataset1.ScanAttitude(idx1,coord);
y2 = dataset2.ScanAttitude(idx2,coord);
dynamicRange(coord) = max([y1; y2]) − min([y1; y2]);
for offset = −lookDistance:0.1:lookDistance
xNew = x1 + offset;
y2Interp = interp1(x2, y2, xNew, 'linear', 0);
idx = y2Interp == 0;
y2Interp(idx) = [];
y1Interp = y1(~idx);
mse = 1/(sum(~idx)) * ...
sum((y2Interp−y1Interp).^2);
if (mse < minMSE(coord))
minOffset(coord) = offset;
minMSE(coord) = mse;
end
end
end
[~,idx] = min(minMSE./dynamicRange);
offset = minOffset(idx);
end
% PLOTALIGNMENT Plot the (x,y,z) of the two datasets
%
%
PLOTALIGNMENT is a quick helper function to plot the x,y,z
%
scan positions of two datasets against the scan station.
function PlotAlignment(dataset1, dataset2)
figure;
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origin = [dataset1.Origin, 300];
for i=1:3
subplot(3,1,i);
plot(dataset1.ScanStation,...
dataset1.ScanPosition(:,i)−origin(i), 'r');
hold on;
plot(dataset2.ScanStation,...
dataset2.ScanPosition(:,i)−origin(i), 'b');
hold off; grid on;
end
end
function PlotAttitudeAlignment(dataset1, dataset2)
figure;
origin = [dataset1.Origin, 300];
for i=1:3
subplot(3,1,i);
plot(dataset1.ScanStation,...
dataset1.ScanAttitude(:,i), 'r');
hold on;
plot(dataset2.ScanStation,...
dataset2.ScanAttitude(:,i), 'b');
hold off; grid on;
end
end
function PlotPositionError(dataset1, dataset2)
idx1 = [true; diff(dataset1.ScanStation)>0];
idx2 = [true; diff(dataset2.ScanStation)>0];
x1 = dataset1.ScanStation(idx1);
x2 = dataset2.ScanStation(idx2);
figure;
for coord = 1:3
y1 = dataset1.ScanPosition(idx1,coord);
y2 = dataset2.ScanPosition(idx2,coord);
y2Interp = interp1(x2, y2, x1, 'linear', 0);
idx = y2Interp == 0;
y2Interp(idx) = [];
y1Interp = y1(~idx);
base = x1(~idx);
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error(:,coord) = y2Interp − y1Interp;
end
ax=subplot(2,1,1);
plot(base, abs(error));
hold on;
errorNorm = sqrt(sum(error.^2, 2));
plot(base, errorNorm, 'k');
grid on; hold off;
legend('X', 'Y', 'Z', 'Total');
ax(2) = subplot(2,1,2);
plot(base, abs(error(:, 1:2)));
hold on;
errorNorm = sqrt(sum(error(:,1:2).^2, 2));
plot(base, errorNorm, 'k');
grid on; hold off;
legend('X', 'Y', 'Total');
linkaxes(ax,'x');
end
end
end

B.5 Road Particle Filter Driver

% Run_RoadPF
% Driver script to run the test particle filter simulation
% Rich Mattes
% Feb 2014
close all
set(0, 'DefaultFigureColor' ,'w');
set(0, 'DefaultAxesFontName', 'times');
set(0, 'DefaultAxesFontSize', 12);
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [680, 558, 700, 520]);
matlabDir = fileparts(which(mfilename));
imageDir = fullfile(matlabDir, '../Images');
refPath = fullfile(matlabDir, '../RoadLogs/Data3');
measPath = fullfile(matlabDir, '../RoadLogs/Data3');
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% refPath = '~/bagfiles/Lap2';
% measPath = '~/bagfiles/Lap4';
if ~exist('rpf', 'var')
rpf = RoadPF('refPath', refPath,...
'measPath', measPath,...
'interpBase', −5:0.01:5,...
'correctTiming', false,...
'forceReload', 0);
clear matlabDir;
end
rpf.PlotAttitudeAlignment(rpf.MapScan, rpf.MeasureScan)
%%
% Runtime parameters
minResampInterval = 1;
particleCount = 300;
showPlots = 0;
stepSize = 1;
rpf.Reset(particleCount);
if any(strfind(refPath, 'bagfiles'))
rpf.ErrorStd = .01;
rpf.SpeedStd = 3;
LM = TestTrackLandmarks;
else
rpf.ErrorStd = .32;
rpf.SpeedStd = 3;
LM = ScienceParkLandmarks;
end
scanLength = length(rpf.CorrelationBase);
% samps = 4000:9900;
numSamps = length(rpf.MeasureScan.ScanSpeed);
samps = floor(.1*numSamps):stepSize:floor(.9*numSamps);
% Initialize the particles: distribute particles near inital position
rpf.BoundedRandomResample(rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation(samps(1)), 25);
if (showPlots)
% Set up the Plots
figure(1);
clf;
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hAx =gca;
hold(hAx, 'on');
plot(hAx, rpf.MapScan.ScanPosition(:,1),...
rpf.MapScan.ScanPosition(:,2), 'k');
hPartPos = plot(hAx, ...
rpf.MapScan.ScanPosition(rpf.Particles.scanIndex, 1), ...
rpf.MapScan.ScanPosition(rpf.Particles.scanIndex,2), 'bo');
hRealPos = plot(hAx,...
rpf.MeasureScan.ScanPosition(samps(1),1),...
rpf.MeasureScan.ScanPosition(samps(1),2),...
'ro', 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r');
xlabel(hAx, 'ENU X Position (m)');
ylabel(hAx, 'ENU Y Position (m)');
title(hAx, 'Global Frame Particle View');
hold(hAx, 'off');
grid(hAx, 'on');
figure(2);
clf
hSx = gca;
hold(hSx, 'on');
hRealWt = stem(hSx, ...
rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation(samps(1)), 1, 'ro');
hScanWt = plot(hSx, ...
rpf.Particles.stationPosition, ...
rpf.Particles.rawWeight, 'bo');
xlabel(hSx, 'Scan Station Displacement (m)');
ylabel(hSx, 'Particle Weight');
title(hSx, 'Particle weight over time');
grid(hSx, 'on');
xlim(hSx, [0 max(rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation)])
hold(hSx, 'off');
end
% Intialize storage for particle stats
particleStationMean = zeros(1,length(samps));
particleNearestStationMean = zeros(1, length(samps));
particleWgtdMean = zeros(1, length(samps));
particleStd = zeros(1,length(samps));
particleCartesianError = zeros(1, length(samps));
particleWgtCartesianError = zeros(1, length(samps));
particleMedCartesianError = zeros(1, length(samps));
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particleCartesianError2 = zeros(1, length(samps));
particleWgtCartesianError2 = zeros(1, length(samps));
particleMedCartesianError2 = zeros(1, length(samps));
lastResamp = 1;
% Cycle the particle filter
for i=1:length(samps)
scanNumber = samps(i);
speed = rpf.MeasureScan.ScanSpeed(scanNumber);
scanStartIdx = (scanNumber−1)*scanLength + 1;
scanEndIdx = scanNumber * scanLength;
scanIdx = scanStartIdx:scanEndIdx;
measurementIntensity = ...
rpf.MeasureScan.Points_LocalFrame_Interp(scanIdx,4);
dt = diff(rpf.MeasureScan.LIDAR.time(...
[scanNumber−stepSize,scanNumber]));
% Resample particles if any of them currently has a
% really good match
resamp = false;
if i >= lastResamp + minResampInterval
resamp = true;
lastResamp = i;
end
% Propagate the particles by dt
rpf.Update(dt, speed, measurementIntensity, resamp);
measurementCartesianPos = ...
rpf.MeasureScan.ScanPosition(scanNumber, :);
measurementStation = rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation(scanNumber);
% Store particle average position and variance
particleStationMean(i) = mean(rpf.Particles.stationPosition);
particleNearestStationMean(i) = ...
mean(rpf.MapScan.ScanStation(rpf.Particles.scanIndex));
particleWgtdMean(i) = sum(rpf.Particles.stationPosition.*...
rpf.Particles.weight)/sum(rpf.Particles.weight);
particleStd(i) = std(rpf.Particles.stationPosition);
particleCartesianPos = mean(...
rpf.MapScan.ScanPosition(rpf.Particles.scanIndex, :));
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particleMedianCartesianPos = median(...
rpf.MapScan.ScanPosition(rpf.Particles.scanIndex, :));
particleWgtCartesianPos = sum(...
rpf.MapScan.ScanPosition(rpf.Particles.scanIndex,:).*...
repmat(rpf.Particles.weight',1,3));
diffPos = particleCartesianPos − measurementCartesianPos;
diffPosMed = particleMedianCartesianPos − ...
measurementCartesianPos;
diffPosWgt = particleWgtCartesianPos − ...
measurementCartesianPos;
particleCartesianError(i) = norm(diffPos);
particleWgtCartesianError(i) = norm(diffPosWgt);
particleMedCartesianError(i) = norm(diffPosMed);
particleCartesianError2(i) = norm(diffPos(1:2));
particleWgtCartesianError2(i) = norm(diffPosWgt(1:2));
particleMedCartesianError2(i) = norm(diffPosMed(1:2));
if (mod(scanNumber, 10*stepSize) == 0)
% Show update in command window
fprintf('Iteration %05d\n', scanNumber);
fprintf(' Real Position:
%f\n',...
rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation(scanNumber));
fprintf(' Avg Particle:
%f\n', ...
particleStationMean(i));
fprintf(' AvgN Particle:
%f\n', ...
particleNearestStationMean(i));
fprintf(' WgtAvg Particle: %f\n', particleWgtdMean(i));
fprintf(' StationError:
%f\n', ...
abs(measurementStation−particleStationMean(i)));
fprintf(' NStationError:
%f\n', ...
abs(measurementStation−particleNearestStationMean(i)));
fprintf(' CartError:
%f\n', ...
particleCartesianError(i));
fprintf(' WgtCartError:
%f\n',...
particleWgtCartesianError(i));
fprintf(' MedCartError:
%f\n', ...
particleMedCartesianError(i));
fprintf(' CartError2:
%f\n', ...
particleCartesianError2(i));
fprintf(' WgtCartError2:
%f\n', ...
particleWgtCartesianError2(i));
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fprintf(' MedCartError2:
%f\n', ...
particleMedCartesianError2(i));
fprintf(' Speed:
speed/0.44704, speed);

%f mph (%f m/s)\n', ...

end
if (showPlots)
% Update the plots
set(hPartPos, 'xData',...
rpf.MapScan.ScanPosition(rpf.Particles.scanIndex, 1));
set(hPartPos, 'yData',...
rpf.MapScan.ScanPosition(rpf.Particles.scanIndex, 2));
set(hRealPos, 'xData',...
rpf.MeasureScan.ScanPosition(scanNumber,1));
set(hRealPos, 'yData',...
rpf.MeasureScan.ScanPosition(scanNumber,2));
set(hRealWt, 'xData', ...
rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation(scanNumber));
set(hScanWt, 'xData', rpf.Particles.stationPosition);
set(hScanWt, 'yData', rpf.Particles.rawWeight);
drawnow
end
end
%% Plot the results of the simulation
% Show the position and particle errors
regexstr='[A−Za−z0−9]*(?=\/*$)';
refDir = regexp(refPath, regexstr, 'match');
measDir = regexp(measPath, regexstr, 'match');
figStr = sprintf('R%s_M%s_P%d_E%g_S%g', refDir{1}, measDir{1},...
particleCount,...
rpf.ErrorStd,...
rpf.SpeedStd);
figure(3);
clf;
ax=subplot(2,1,1);
particleError = (rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation(samps) − ...
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particleStationMean');
particleNearError = (rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation(samps) − ...
particleNearestStationMean');
plot(rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation(samps), abs(particleError), 'k−');
ylabel(sprintf('Station (Longitudinal)\nPosition Error (m)'));
title(sprintf('Station Position Error Using %d Particles\n',...
particleCount));
% ylim([0 10]);
grid on;
ax(2)=subplot(2,1,2);
plot(rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation(samps),...
particleStd, 'r−−');
ylabel(sprintf('Particle Distribution \nStandard Deviation (m)'));
ylim([0 10]);
grid on;
drawnow
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

ax(3)=subplot(3,1,3);
plot(rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation(samps), ...
rpf.MeasureScan.ScanSpeed(samps), 'b');
ylabel('Speed (m/sec)');
xlabel('Scan Station (m)');
fprintf('Mean Position Error = %g\n', mean(particleError));
fprintf('Position Error Standard Deviation = %g\n', ...
std(particleError));
% grid on;
for i=1:length(LM)
coord = LM{i,1};
input = [rpf.MapScan.ScanPosition(:,1:2) ...
rpf.MapScan.ScanStation];
s(i) = station_here(input, coord);
end
[~,sidx] = sort(s);
bx = axes('Position', get(ax(1), 'position'));
set (bx, 'YAxisLocation', 'right', 'XAxisLocation', 'top', ...
'Color', 'none', 'XColor', [0 0.5 0], 'FontSize', 10);
set(bx, 'XTick', s(sidx), 'YTick', []);
set(bx,'XTickLabel', {LM{sidx,2}});
set (bx, 'XLim', get (ax(1), 'XLim'), 'Layer', 'top');
linkaxes([ax bx],'x');
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ExportWordPNG(figure(3), fullfile(imageDir, [figStr '_Error']));
figure(4)
clf;
plot(rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation(samps), particleCartesianError,...
'DisplayName', '3D Error');
hold on;
plot(rpf.MeasureScan.ScanStation(samps), particleCartesianError2,...
'g', 'DisplayName', '2D Error');
% ylim([0 3]);
ylabel('Position Error (m)');
linkaxes([ax bx],'x');
hold off; grid on; legend show;
title(sprintf('Cartiesian Position Error using %d Particles\n',...
particleCount));
xlabel('Scan Station (m)');
drawnow
bx = axes('Position', get(gca, 'position'));
set (bx, 'YAxisLocation', 'right', 'XAxisLocation', 'top', ...
'Color', 'none', 'XColor', [0 0.5 0], 'FontSize', 10);
set(bx, 'XTick', s(sidx), 'YTick', []);
set(bx,'XTickLabel', {LM{sidx,2}});
set (bx, 'XLim', get (ax(1), 'XLim'), 'Layer', 'top');
ExportWordPNG(figure(4), fullfile(imageDir, [figStr '_CartesianError']));
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